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WHAT YOU WILL FIND IN THIS NEWSLETTER

Provided here for you is a list of everything that makes the MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER a valued and useful publication (I hope).

- Articles of interest from popular websites
- Directory of useful & interesting websites
- Ebook updates when I publish new photo ebooks and others.
- MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube Channel Guide.
- Website updates at www.DDAVIDD.com
ISSUE INFORMATION

This is Issue 6 for September 2022. Note that MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER was not published in August, and this issue picks up all updates since the last issue.

204 pages (a milestone for this publication for most pages)

This issue contains new content, as well as all content from prior issues.

Published on: Tuesday, October 4th, 2022 @ 2:33 PM CST

COPYRIGHT: © 2022, David Thrift. All rights reserved!

Download current issue - https://ddavidd.com/newsletter/

View this issue and all prior issues online at Issuu - https://issuu.com/mudpix
MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube Channel Guide

My MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube channel is dedicated to bringing you long playing stationary scenic videos that you can watch and relax with, or play as background visuals with ASMR sounds while you work at your desk or on your projects.

Most of my videos are recorded at various locations around West Point Lake on either the Alabama side, or the Georgia side (depending on where I felt like going on any particular day that I shoot video). Sometimes I also record traffic, or turn my camera up to the sky to record a cloud show.

This guide will give you a screenshot from each video with title and description. My videos are always numbered in chronological order that I recorded them (except for my YouTube shorts). These videos range in play time from a few minutes to 8 hours or more.

I thought this guide might be useful in my newsletter to keep track of all my videos, and provide their descriptions in a format that can be easily scrolled through in this ebook format. I hope that this proves useful for you and encourages you to visit my YouTube channel and subscribe, watch and share my videos, and give me some thumbs up. Video descriptions start on the next page.

I am adding videos frequently and may not have them all listed in this guide. Here is the url to my YouTube channel if you would like to just hop over there online to see what videos are available. - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXyAo4TRYJKvOZnE1gm2ViA
Uploaded on: Jul 26, 2021 - - - Play time: 32:04 - - - Description: This video starts a reboot of my YouTube channel. I started this channel in 2019, but only uploaded one video. I am rebooting this channel today on Monday, July 26th, 2021. This video is traffic and cloud footage shot on Sunday, July 25th, 2021 in real time. It's intended for casual viewing by those who enjoy real time video of stationary scenery. I love watching the clouds, and I love watching traffic, and I wanted to capture the clouds and traffic in movement. So I put my action cam on a tripod and set it near Highway 280 in Salem, AL and let it record until I accidentally turned it off. There is a 2nd video shot on the same day at the same location. I will upload it next. I plan to number all of my videos for this channel in sequence, and they all will follow this style of filming which is basically aim the camera and tap record until the camera battery dies, or I stop the recording myself.
VIDEO 002 TRAFFIC AND CLOUDS IN SALEM, AL 2021-07-25-
SUN

Uploaded on: Jul 26, 2021 - - - Play time: 14:03 - - - Description: This video is traffic and cloud footage shot on Sunday, July 25th, 2021 in real time. It was the 2nd video I shot that day at the same location in VIDEO 001. It's intended for casual viewing by those who enjoy real time video of stationary scenery. I love watching the clouds, and I love watching traffic, and I wanted to capture the clouds and traffic in movement. So I put my action cam on a tripod and set it near Highway 280 in Salem, AL and let it record until the battery lost charge.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MplPNhi4uI
Uploaded on: Jul 28, 2021 - - - Play time: 48:32 - - - Description: This video was shot during early morning sunrise on West Point Lake, on the Alabama side of the lake in Chambers County, at West Overlook Park. I started shooting video at 6:54 AM CST (7:54 AM EST). This video is presented as real time video, unedited, and straight from my Vivitar DVR 786HD Action Cam. in 1080p, 30fps. This video almost didn't happen. I was going to go to a different location on Lake Harding, but I knew that West Overlook Park would give me a better view. What I didn't expect though was the sun coming up right in the center view of the best part of the park's viewing area. When I saw this beautiful sunrise, I knew I made the right choice to go to this location. I'm extremely happy that I was able to capture this video. I was the only one there at the park on this morning to witness this scene in person. I hope you enjoy the video as much as I enjoyed being able to record it.
Additional notes on Saturday, June 11th, 2022 @ 3:14 AM CST (not written on YouTube or my website - for newsletter only): I'm not sure I remember how I acquired my Vivitar DVR 786HD Action Cam (Oh yes I do - It was a clearance sale item I came across), but this is one of the first videos I shot with it. Ironically I have lost that camera. I know the video quality isn't as great as some of my other videos recorded with my smartphones, but I'm grateful that I was able to record this video regardless. Yesterday, on Friday, June 10th, 2022, I received a newer model Vivitar action cam that was an "open box" purchase I found for cheap on Ebay, and I hope to start putting it to use soon, and hopefully it will have a better recording quality. I have to find a sd card for it, and figure how to set it up on my tripod. The more cameras I can get recording when I go out to locations around the lake, the better, because it would mean that I could increase my video inventory so that I won't run out of videos to upload like I sometimes do. I actually don't even know where my old Vivitar camera is right now. I will have to find it as I would like to keep using it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=og96Sww8Iyl
WHAT WAS NEW ON THE WEBSITE AT www.DDAVIDDD.com IN SEPTEMBER 2022

MISCELLANEOUS UPDATES:

2022-09-30-FRI @ 3:09 AM CST – This week has been a busy week for me since this past weekend, but it didn’t include new updates on my website. The reason for that is because I have been working in my home office all week on a decluttering project, and also working to download a music collection (A State Of Trance Podcasts from trancepodcasts.com) that I’ve been trying to catch up on for a very long time. The decluttering project is scanning old books I’ve had laying around my home for months that I’m working to digitize into pdf format for saving shelf and floor space, and easier access to the information in them on my laptop. This being a Friday, it’s my Monday. Tonight for productivity, who knows what I’m going to do. I need to finish creating some picture color pallets for yaascolor.com on my phone, and I’m sure I have at least one other project on my phone running that I can’t remember at the moment. It’s been awhile since I’ve watched earthcam. I may tune in to watch Duval street in Keywest Florida tonight to see what the nightlife is like down there. Maybe I’ll collect some more screenshots for a new ebook. I’ll also get back to posting more photos to the blog soon… maybe even this weekend.

NEW PAGES:

2022-09-09-FRI @ 2:08 AM CST – My new AI page is on site. This page was created primarily for my own use. I recently got into a.i. art (art that is generated by artificial intelligence online based off of keywords and phrases), and this page serves as a journal where I’m keeping up with topics I generate
These artworks will be published in new ebooks. So this page also serves as a tracker for my progress on making new ebooks available. - https://ddavidd.com/ai/

2022-09-09-FRI @ 7:43 AM CST – My Upcoming page is now on site. I have placed this page on my website to list things that are in mind for future addon’s to this website, or new project ideas I’m considering. - https://ddavidd.com/upcoming/

NEW POSTS:

2022-09-13-TUE @ 9:33 PM CST – My MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER 005 has been posted to the blog. This post contains the pdf download link you need, as well as links where you can view the newsletter, and all past newsletters on Issuu. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/09/13/mudwalker-newsletter-005/

2022-09-13-TUE @ 9:52 PM CST – My Updates Archive 006 September 2022 post is up on the blog. This post will archive all website and project updates for the month of September 2022. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/09/13/updates-archive-006-september-2022/

2022-09-25-SUN @ 5:09 PM CST – My Flashback Photos 001 On The Tracks In Salem Alabama Friday September 16th, 2022 blog post is up on the blog. This is the first post in a new blog series I’m calling “Flashback Photos”. The purpose of this blog series is to share more of my outdoor photography in mini, one page photo galleries that are intended to highlight memories of a specific day. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/09/25/flashback-photos-001-on-the-tracks-in-salem-alabama-friday-september-16th-2022/

2022-09-25-SUN @ 11:47 PM CST – My Flashback Photos 002 Train In Salem Alabama Saturday September 17th, 2022 photo blog post is posted. Check out some photos of a train I took in Salem, Alabama. -
2022-09-25-SUN @ 6:43 PM CST – My Directory page has been updated today. The update includes Flashback Photos, a new blog series. - https://ddavidd.com/directory/

2022-09-25-SUN @ 7:39 PM CST – My Upcoming page has been updated. This update includes notes on new content implemented on site starting this evening, which is my Flashback Photos blog post series. This is a series of photo posts where I’m sharing more of my photography. -
2022-09-30-FRI @ 4:00 AM CST – My AI page has been updated. The update includes a simple note to say that I’m still working on some new AI art, but haven’t transferred any to my collection yet. - https://ddavidd.com/ai/
WHAT WAS NEW ON THE WEBSITE AT www.DDAVIDDD.com IN AUGUST 2022

NEW EBOOKS:

2022-08-21-SUN @ 8:55 PM CST – My new ebook Digital Art For Zoning Out 001 has been posted to the blog, and it is a free download. Go get your copy and enjoy it. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/21/digital-art-for-zoning-out-001/

NEW POSTS:

2022-08-03-WED @ 11:34 PM CST – My new Featured Front Page YouTube Videos 2022 list is on the blog. This list will hold an archive listing of all YouTube videos I have featured throughout 2022. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/03/featured-front-page-youtube-videos-2022/

2022-08-04-THU @ 12:17 AM CST – The latest Updates Archive 005 August 2022 is up on the blog. This is where all of my site updates during the month of August 2022 will be kept for archiving purposes. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/04/updates-archive-005-august-2022/

2022-08-05-FRI @ 6:29 AM CST – My Following On Twitter In VIP HIGH PROFILE PEOPLE post is up on the blog. This is the first post to kick off my Twitter Directory listings so that I can keep track of who I’m following on Twitter in a more organized fashion than what Twitter can do. There will be many more of these listings coming as I follow more accounts on Twitter. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/05/following-on-twitter-in-vip-high-profile-people/
2022-08-05-FRI @ 7:38 AM CST – My Following On Twitter In NWS USA post is up on the blog. This list is going to be huge in the long run. I’m going to follow all of the NWS related accounts I can find on Twitter, and they will be listed here. They are going to be organized by state as well. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/05/following-on-twitter-in-nws-usa/

2022-08-05-FRI @ 8:40 PM CST – My Following On Twitter In ALABAMA LOCAL post is up on the blog. The listings on this page are going to be from accounts on Twitter that pertain to my local living areas in Alabama. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/05/following-on-twitter-in-alabama-local/

2022-08-07-SUN @ 2:56 PM CST – My Surf Sessions 002 blog post has been posted. I hit up Open Culture for some great content. Go surf some links! - https://ddavidd.com/2022/08/07/surf-session-002/

---

PAGES UPDATED:

2022-08-04-THU @ 3:41 AM CST – My LOCAL page has been updated. - https://ddavidd.com/local/

2022-08-05-FRI @ 8:59 PM CST – My Directory page has been updated today. The update includes Twitter listings of accounts I follow on Twitter. - https://ddavidd.com/directory/
WHAT WAS NEW ON THE WEBSITE AT www.DDAVIDD.com IN JULY 2022

NEW PAGES:

2022-07-05-TUE @ 12:05 AM CST – I’ve got a new Rock Garden page up on site now. I’ve decided to convert an old flower bed in my front yard into a rock garden, and this page is the main page where I’m tracking progress on the project. I may possibly start a new photo gallery on the blog also to track this project, but for now I plan to update this page about once monthly. - https://ddavidd.com/rock-garden/

NEW POSTS:

2022-07-24-SUN @ 7:19 PM CST – The Updates Archive 004 July 2022 post is up on the blog to archive all updates for July 2022. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/07/24/updates-archive-004-july-2022/

PAGES UPDATED:

2022-07-24-SUN @ 6:52 PM CST – My MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER 004 is finally up on site this month in July and is available on the main Newsletter page. I apologize that it took so long. I’ve had a lot of stressful setbacks happening in life over the last month or two, but things are starting to move forward again. Will add this newsletter to the blog for archiving today also. - https://ddavidd.com/newsletter/
2022-07-24-SUN @ 8:12 PM CST – The Home page has been given a facelift. There is a new sign at the top of the page now that immediately gives attention to what my primary purpose is for running this website, which is to sell my photo ebooks, and of course to give some away for free. Where there were previously two photos on the page to achieve a purpose, there is now only one with the new sign that saves space and still gets the point across. - https://ddavidd.com/
**WHAT WAS NEW ON THE WEBSITE AT www.DDAVIDDD.com IN JUNE 2022**

### NEW EBOOKS:

**2022-06-29-WED @ 9:18 PM CST** – My Portraits Of Duval Street Book 001 photo ebook has been posted. See the photos I captured from Duval Street livecam in Key West, Florida on Friday, June 17th, 2022. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/29/portraits-of-duvalstreet-photo-ebook-001/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/29/portraits-of-duvalstreet-photo-ebook-001/)

### NEW POSTS:

**2022-06-01-WED @ 4:57 AM CST** – My YouTube Shorts 003 For Tuesday, May 31st, 2022 have been posted to my blog. Some of the highlights of this day was showing off a big blob of lava in my big lava lamp, and capturing some lightning bugs blinking in my front yard. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/01/youtube-shorts-003-for-tuesday-may-31st-2022/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/01/youtube-shorts-003-for-tuesday-may-31st-2022/)

**2022-06-01-WED @ 6:14 AM CST** – My Twitter Collection 002 For Wednesday, June 1st, 2022 is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/01/twitter-collection-002-for-wednesday-june-1st-2022/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/01/twitter-collection-002-for-wednesday-june-1st-2022/)

**2022-06-02-THU @ 3:23 AM CST** – My Twitter Collection 003 For Thursday, June 2nd, 2022 is up on the blog. I have created a featured image for this blog series that will run with each post to save myself some time in the future with publishing, and to differentiate them from other posts. I will be working on doing this with some other existing blog series and future ones to come as well. Some already have an “official” featured image if you haven’t noticed already. -
2022-06-03-FRI @ 12:18 PM CST – My YouTube Shorts 004 For Thursday, June 2nd, 2022 have been posted to my blog. On this day I showed off a beautiful calm scenery at Long Cane Park on West Point Lake. You can see those highlights at the link given or go over to my MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube Channel to catch them, and all of my other latest videos. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/03/youtube-shorts-004-for-thursday-june-2nd-2022/

2022-06-04-SAT @ 4:20 PM CST – Armin van Buuren Live At EDC Las Vegas 2022 is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/04/armin-van-buuren-live-at-edc-las-vegas-2022/

2022-06-10-FRI @ 5:58 AM CST – MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER 003 has been posted to the blog and is available for viewing and downloading. This newsletter comes to you in pdf format with 178 pages and file size of 1.21 MB. I am a little late this month with getting this issue available due to needing some extra time to transform my content to a new format from Taskade over to Open Office (a free open source word editor). I put a lot of work into this issue for this month to give it a new look and style including a new front page cover design, and a table of contents to help you easily navigate through the pages for the content you want to read. There is also some better organization throughout the chapters. Yes you read right, I said chapters. You will now find headings in some chapters to help outline the listings and information. Also the pdf file has clickable navigation on a desktop pc pdf reader that allows you to easily click through the chapters. Depending on your mobile device and the pdf reader you may use, you will be able to tap on links in the table of contents of the pdf to go to these chapters. This newsletter has turned into more of an ebook than anything else since it’s first issue, and it’s going to continue growing each month as I add updates to existing content, and add new content as well. Hence the changes in organization. This has been in the planning for this publication all along, but I honestly didn’t expect it to grow to this size so fast. I’ve still got much more work to do in order to get this newsletter to be how I want it in
regards to using it as a tool to build awareness of my content, but I am proud of this issue, and it’s got a lot of information in it. So I hope you enjoy my MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER this month in June 2022. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/10/mudwalker-newsletter-003/

2022-06-10-FRI @ 7:12 PM CST – My MUDPIX OUTDOORS VIDEO 001 TRAFFIC AND CLOUDS IN SALEM, AL 2021-07-25-SUN video from my YouTube Channel is now up on my blog. Uploaded on: Jul 26, 2021 – – – Play time: 32:04 – – – Description: This video starts a reboot of my YouTube channel. I started this channel in 2019, but only uploaded one video. I am rebooting this channel today on Monday, July 26th, 2021. This video is traffic and cloud footage shot on Sunday, July 25th, 2021 in real time. It’s intended for casual viewing by those who enjoy real time video of stationary scenery. I love watching the clouds, and I love watching traffic, and I wanted to capture the clouds and traffic in movement. So I put my action cam on a tripod and set it near Highway 280 in Salem, AL and let it record until I accidentally turned it off. There is a 2nd video shot on the same day at the same location. I will upload it next. I plan to number all of my videos for this channel in sequence, and they all will follow this style of filming which is basically aim the camera and tap record until the camera battery dies, or I stop the recording myself. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/10/mudpix-outdoors-video-001-traffic-and-clouds-in-salem-al-2021-07-25-sun/

2022-06-11-SAT @ 1:00 AM CST – My MUDPIX OUTDOORS VIDEO 002 TRAFFIC AND CLOUDS IN SALEM, AL 2021-07-25-SUN video from my YouTube Channel is now up on my blog. Uploaded on: Jul 26, 2021 – – – Play time: 14:03 – – – Description: This video is traffic and cloud footage shot on Sunday, July 25th, 2021 in real time. It was the 2nd video I shot that day at the same location in VIDEO 001. It’s intended for casual viewing by those who enjoy real time video of stationary scenery. I love watching the clouds, and I love watching traffic, and I wanted to capture the clouds and traffic in movement. So I put my action cam on a tripod and set it near Highway 280 in Salem, AL and let it record until the battery lost charge. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/11/mudpix-outdoors-video-002-traffic-and-clouds-in-salem-al-2021-07-25-sun/
2022-06-11-SAT @ 9:40 PM CST – My MUDPIX OUTDOORS VIDEO 003 SUNRISE AT WEST POINT LAKE WEST OVERLOOK PARK video from my YouTube Channel is now up on my blog. Uploaded on: Jul 28, 2021 – – – Play time: 48:32 – – – Description: This video was shot during early morning sunrise on West Point Lake, on the Alabama side of the lake in Chambers County, at West Overlook Park. I started shooting video at 6:54 AM CST (7:54 AM EST). This video is presented as real time video, unedited, and straight from my Vivitar DVR 786HD Action Cam. in 1080p, 30fps. This video almost didn’t happen. I was going to go to a different location on Lake Harding, but I knew that West Overlook Park would give me a better view. What I didn’t expect though was the sun coming up right in the center view of the best part of the park’s viewing area. When I saw this beautiful sunrise, I knew I made the right choice to go to this location. I’m extremely happy that I was able to capture this video. I was the only one there at the park on this morning to witness this scene in person. I hope you enjoy the video as much as I enjoyed being able to record it. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/11/mudpix-outdoors-video-003-sunrise-at-west-point-lake-west-overlook-park/

2022-06-12-SUN @ 5:22 AM CST – My MUDPIX OUTDOORS VIDEO 004 A DAY AT WEST POINT LAKE 2020-07-28-WED video from my YouTube Channel is now up on my blog. Uploaded on: Jul 29, 2021 – – – Play time: 1:20:49 – – – Description: This video includes scenic footage shot at West Overlook Viewpoint, and Long Cane Park at West Point Lake on both the Alabama and Georgia sides. All footage was shot on Wednesday, July 28th, 2021. The video starts out with me walking around West Overlook showing the scenery and sunrise in the early morning. It was extremely foggy which made the scenery look beautiful on this summer morning. While I was shooting video at this location, I also had my Vivitar DVR 786HD Action Cam set up on my tripod recording a stationary video of the sunrise (note that video will not be uploaded because it came out too grainy after I had set it to zoom in a bit on the sun – lesson learned don’t zoom out with that camera), and you will see that in this video. Anyway, after watching the sunrise, I drove to Long Cane Park and shot some stationary video clips around different areas of the park looking out across the water. All of the videos I shot on this day have been compiled into this one video. Other than that, there is no other editing to these video clips. What you see and hear, is what I saw and heard. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/06/12/mudpix-outdoors-
WHAT WAS NEW ON THE WEBSITE AT www.DDAVIDDD.com IN MAY 2022

MISCELLANEOUS UPDATES:

2022-05-11-WED @ 3:29 PM CST – This update is a “behind the scenes” update, but I thought it was important to mention. Using the power of WordPress reusable blocks, I have now turned two sections of the layout into automatically updating content blocks. As I continue working, I will use more of these reusable blocks to simplify how I manage this website, and also save myself time in the long run since updates will run fluent from just needing to update only one place within the site to make all content display across the board.

NEW EBOOKS:

2022-05-14-SAT @ 9:10 PM CST – My latest photo ebook, DAY TRIP 001, is now available. You can view it on my Issuu page, download a free watermarked version, or purchase a non-watermarked premium version in my Gumroad ebook store for a affordable price. All the information you need can be found here. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/14/day-trip-001-photo-ebook/

NEW PAGES:

2022-05-11-WED @ 1:16 PM CST – The Updates Archive 002 May 2022 page was added to the blog yesterday. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/10/updates-archive-002-may-2022/
2022-05-15-SUN @ 4:39 AM CST – A new Ebooks page has been added to the website. This page will be used to provide a listing to all of the newest ebooks I have available. I will add that page to the main menu at the top of the website soon. - https://ddavidd.com/ebooks/

2022-05-15-SUN @ 7:43 PM CST – A new Sitemap page has been added to the site where you can find listings of all blog posts and pages on this website. This page can be helpful to easily find content as this website grows. - https://ddavidd.com/sitemap/

2022-05-15-SUN @ 10:49 PM CST – A new Issuu page is up on site. This page will provide you with an organized list of newsletters and photo ebooks I have available for viewing on Issuu. - https://ddavidd.com/issuu/

2022-05-16-MON @ 10:17 AM CST – A new Local page is up on site. I’ve created this page primarily for my own use to keep local links in my area in one place. - https://ddavidd.com/local/

2022-05-16-MON @ 10:42 PM CST – A new Directory page has been added to this website. This page will serve as the hub for all listings of useful and interesting websites I've found to share, and also links to social media content. - https://ddavidd.com/directory/

NEW POSTS:

2022-05-11-WED @ 1:18 PM CST – The announcement post was added to the blog yesterday for MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER 002. I apologize for forgetting to post it earlier this month. Don’t forget you can always check my Newsletter page to get the latest issue, and that my newsletter is a free pdf download you can take with you. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/10/mudwalker-newsletter-002/
2022-05-17-TUE @ 1:22 AM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Apps & Software directory list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-apps-software/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-apps-software/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 1:53 AM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Art directory list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-art/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-art/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 2:16 AM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Blogging & Website Hosting list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-blogging-website-hosting/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-blogging-website-hosting/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 3:55 AM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Car Enthusiasts list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-car-enthusiasts/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-car-enthusiasts/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 12:27 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Electronic Devices I Use Or Have Interest In list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-electronic-devices-i-use-or-have-interest-in/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-electronic-devices-i-use-or-have-interest-in/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 1:13 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Gay Interest list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-gay-interest/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-gay-interest/)

2022-05-17-TUE @ 4:15 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Gemstones, Rocks & Minerals list is up on the blog. - [https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-gemstones-rocks-minerals/](https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-gemstones-rocks-minerals/)
2022-05-17-TUE @ 7:59 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Local Area Community In Alabama and Georgia list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-local-area-community-in-alabama-and-georgia/

2022-05-17-TUE @ 8:53 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Local Gay Community list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-local-gay-community/

2022-05-17-TUE @ 9:57 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Male Admiration list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/17/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-male-admiration/

2022-05-18-WED @ 1:04 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Male Crafters list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-male-crafters/

2022-05-18-WED @ 2:57 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Male Fitness list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-male-fitness/

2022-05-18-WED @ 4:30 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Mushrooms & Fungi list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-mushrooms-fungi/

2022-05-18-WED @ 4:50 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Music Remixes & DJs list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-music-remixes-djs/

2022-05-18-WED @ 7:27 PM CST – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For
National Parks list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-national-parks/

**2022-05-18-WED @ 7:59 PM CST** – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For US Coast Guard Military Interest list is up on the blog. This is the last of these pages I will add for awhile. I have followed more groups since these pages were originally created. So in the future I will update these pages with more listings. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/18/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-us-coast-guard-military-interest/

**2022-05-29-SUN @ 9:13 PM CST** – My YouTube Shorts 001 For Sunday, May 29th, 2022 have been posted to the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/29/youtube-shorts-001-for-sunday-may-29th-2022/

**2022-05-30-MON @ 12:53 AM CST** – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For State Of Kentucky directory list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/30/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-state-of-kentucky/

**2022-05-30-MON @ 1:12 AM CST** – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For State Of Alabama directory list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/30/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-state-of-alabama/

**2022-05-30-MON @ 3:37 AM CST** – My new Facebook Groups I Follow For Trains directory list is up on the blog. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/30/facebook-groups-i-follow-for-trains/

**2022-05-30-MON @ 11:48 PM CST** – My YouTube Shorts 002 For Monday, May 30th, 2022 have been posted to my blog. Some of the highlights today was getting a moment to watch some light traffic in the dark on Hwy 280 in Salem,
AL, glancing at a wall of graffiti, seeing Venus, Jupiter and Mars in the sky before sunrise, listening to birds on some railroad tracks, and seeing some beautiful clouds in the sky before sunset. You can see those highlights at the link given or go over to my MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube Channel to catch them, and all of my other latest videos. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/30/youtube-shorts-002-for-monday-may-30th-2022/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXyAo4TRYJKvOZnE1gm2ViA

2022-05-31-TUE @ 7:20 AM CST – My Twitter Collection 001 For Tuesday, May 31st, 2022 is up on the blog. This curated (by me) collection holds a lot of tweets that I wanted to share, but not to my personal timeline on Twitter... especially some that are considered “mature content”, because it’s content I wouldn’t normally share on my Twitter timeline, but can make accessible in a collection. These will be regular posts on the blog, and I will be creating a yearly and monthly archive of these as I am tagging each of these posts with a specific month tag. More info on that to come, but I think I need a few days to make sure this is something I will do regularly before I start building the archive. - https://ddavidd.com/2022/05/31/twitter-collection-001-for-tuesday-may-31st-2022/

PAGES UPDATED:

2022-05-10-TUE @ 5:53 PM CST – I have a new journal entry up on my Today page. - https://ddavidd.com/today/

2022-05-17-TUE @ 3:11 PM CST – A new journal entry has been posted to Today. - https://ddavidd.com/today/

POSTS UPDATED:

None this month.
No extra content besides website updates.
More quotes and sayings.

MUDPIX OUTDOORS YouTube Channel Guide. Screenshots, titles, descriptions, and links to my videos on YouTube.

Starting with this issue, I am now adding notes to select content such as descriptions about my YouTube videos that may not be available on my website, or social network channels. These additional notes will give additional updates about my work and may only require being written in my newsletter.

YouTube Roulette For July 2022 - I give you a list of links to videos on YouTube without titles. You click a random link, or click them all to find something interesting to watch.
A new section has been added CREDITS ON TWITTER FOR LIKING AND RETWEETING MY CONTENT IN MAY 2022. I want to give thank you mentions to people on Twitter when they like or retweet my photography.

A new section has been added MUSIC LIFE DI.FM VOCAL TRANCE 2021 WINTER. This is a list of vocal trance tunes I listened to during winter 2021. I'm preparing a list for 2022 Spring to come up in a future issue.

A new section has been added MUSIC LIFE REMIXES ON YOUTUBE 001. On Monday, February 21st, 2022, I started collecting links to remixes on YouTube that get posted in various music groups I follow on Facebook. This is a list of those remixes, and it is massive with links to 313 remixes you can hear on YouTube.

A new section has been added WEBSITES FOR TEXT TO SPEECH.

All Wikipedia featured articles excerpts for April 2022 have been listed after realizing I didn't complete this in issue 2.

Featured YouTube Channels For June 2022.

Featured YouTube Channels For June 2022.

I have restructured the DIRECTORY OF USEFUL & INTERESTING WEBSITES into one outline. This will make it much easier to move this content around in the newsletter when needed. I will over time work to restructure other outlines for
better organization.

More miscellaneous articles.

More quotes and sayings.

More useful & interesting websites to discover.

New featured articles from Android Police.
WHAT WAS NEW IN MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER ISSUE 2

A credits section.

More quotes.

More useful & interesting websites to discover.

Wikipedia featured articles in April 2022.

Wikisource content.
COMING IN FUTURE ISSUES

A listing of accounts I'm following on Instagram. At first I will provide profile urls only. Then in future updates as I feature my favorites, I will add descriptions to highlight the ones I follow most.

A listing of accounts I'm following on Twitter. These will be organized according to the Twitter List I have them assigned to on my Twitter account.

A listing of Pages and Groups I'm following on Facebook.

At DDAVIDD.com - I'm working on my newest photo ebook which is titled DAY TRIP 001. This ebook will be available as a free version which contains watermarks on my photos, and a premium non-watermarked version in my Gumroad ebook store - mudpix.gumroad.com

Consideration is being made to move some content in this newsletter to separate publications in the future as this newsletter grows.

I'm working on taking my photography brand, MUDPIX OUTDOORS, to more social networks to increase publicity and awareness. It's currently on Twitter, Facebook, and Gettr. I will soon sign up for Parler, Gab, and I'm considering Minds, but I have to research what that network is about. I'm also looking at Ello, and possibly DeviantArt, except the latter mentioned would be primarily for my art. I'm not sure if anyone uses DeviantArt for photography other than editing elements. I've also considered Flickr, 500px, Unsplash, and so far that's all I know off the top of my head. I'll take to Google at some point to figure out if there are any other worthwhile networks and services to join that can help me expand my business.

I've been looking at fineartamerica.com, pixels.com, and zazzle.com to possibly
create a print on demand store for some of my photography. This would allow
you to purchase some nice items that feature my work on them. For example,
Pixels offers a really cool round beach blanket, and I think one of my lake
photos would look great printed on one.
ISSUE HISTORY

ISSUE 1 - 7 pages, 2.4 MB. Published on Thursday, March 31st, 2022 @ 1:25 AM CST - I think I worked at least 12 hours on this issue to get it to a decent length to make it worth exporting to a pdf file and upload it online. This issue set the stage for what direction I wanted to go in terms of providing updates about my photography and other work, plus sharing links to useful websites and resources.

ISSUE 2 - 31 pages - Published on Friday, April 29th, 2022 @ 2:30 AM CST - During editing of this newsletter one week into April 2022 on the 7th, Thursday, and after running a test pdf export in Taskade to see how much this newsletter had grown from the first published issue (28 pages from 7 pages), I made the decision to start publishing this newsletter with Open Office. I love Taskade, and Taskade makes compiling this newsletter a breeze, but I fear in the long run that Taskade as a web application may not be up to the task of publishing an extremely long document that this newsletter is becoming. I am foreseeing MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER reaching several hundred pages in just a few months since it is an ongoing project with new info added each month, and not just a singular edition with each issue. So on Thursday, April 7th, 2022, I stopped adding information into this newsletter long enough that I can copy the entirety of information in this publication over to a new document in Open Office. It's for the better in the long-run I think, since I can add a table of contents in Open Office, which is definitely needed for a large publication like this one. [UPDATE - Friday, April 22nd, 2022] - I didn't actually stop adding information like I said I would, and I didn't get to copy this content into a new document. Perhaps in the next issue.

ISSUE 3 - 178 pages. Published on Wednesday, June 8th, 2022 @ 11:06 PM CST - [Saturday, May 7th, 2022 @ 4:17 AM CST] - I'm finally getting around to copying my newsletter over to a document in Open Office, and I have a table of contents going for this newsletter there now. It's going to make this newsletter much easier to navigate, and I think more fun to write. I'm not moving completely out
of Taskade however. I will continue to use Taskade to organize my newsletter content. I just won't be using it to export pdf files any longer.

**ISSUE 4** - 194 pages. Published on Sunday, July 24th, 2022 @ 1:24 AM CST - This issue was made available extremely late in July 2022, but the main thing is that I was able to make it available before the month was over. I had a lot of things going on in my life from nearly getting kicked out of my home because some folks can't handle some truthful words, lost 2 vehicles I could drive, acquired another one, and basically my life was very crazy.

**ISSUE 5** - 200 pages. Published on Tuesday, September 13th, 2022 @ 7:10 PM CST - This issue skips the month of August 2022, and includes all website updates since Issue 4. There is no additional newsletter content added in this issue. My time had to be prioritized with other issues in life. Again this issue is getting out late in the month in September 2022. I am working on getting my ducks in a row so that I can be better at publishing on time. My apologies to those who waited for the delay.

**ISSUE 6** - 204 pages. Published on Tuesday, October 4th, 2022 @ 2:33 PM CST - This issue makes a turn to getting publishing done on time during the month of October 2022. Over the past few issues, I haven't had much time to add a lot of new content to this newsletter due to working on other important projects, but new content will come when time permits.
ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER

AUTHOR: David Thrift, owner MUDPIX OUTDOORS, and DUDECAPZ BEANIE STORE at www.DDAVIDD.com

NOTICE: Some parts of this newsletter contains foul language. Read at your own discretion.

ESTABLISHED: Wednesday, March 30th, 2022 @ 3:10 PM CST.

PUBLISHED WITH: MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER is written using Taskade's project management tool. You can find this awesome task manager at www.taskade.com and use it for your own task management and writing needs. I highly recommend it.

INSPIRATIONS FOR WRITING AND PRODUCING THIS NEWSLETTER:

● Harley Hahn's Internet Yellow Pages.
● I thought if I had just one thing to share in this newsletter that might make at least 1 person's day, everyday, then that would be a great accomplishment.
● I wanted to join the newsletter writing and sharing craze that has taken over the internet.
● Silent communication through this publication makes me happy.
● The invention and existence of the world wide web.
● This newsletter is a great way to escape from my real responsibilities when I need to zone out, but it allows me to also stay productive since this is an important part of communication with my followers and customers. If you knew how many hours I spend in front of my laptop compiling this big collection of information, you would think I'm crazy... but I don't care. I love
NOTE - A WORK IN PROGRESS - I'm working extremely hard on this newsletter to bring all of my collections of notes with website links and resources to this newsletter that I've been collecting for years, not just for myself, but for my readers as well. As the weeks and months go by from the beginning of this project, this newsletter will grow and grow. I'm looking forward to seeing what this publication will grow into as I pull this all together, and I hope that you the readers can find some value in this project. My ultimate goal for the first few months is to hopefully use this newsletter to combine all of my notes that I can make public, so that I have everything here in one place, and then from there continue on adding more content to make this the most ultimate publication I can for not only providing updates about my work at my www.DDAVIDDD.com website, but to provide an easily accessible and useful resource.

NOTES ABOUT THE PUBLISHING: Taskade does not offer a table of contents feature. I am not able to provide a table of contents in this newsletter for you. I still choose to use Taskade for the publishing of this newsletter because of it's ease of use, ease of access in the cloud, and for it's easy pdf exporting ability. I make effort to organize this newsletter with everything pertaining to my work in the beginning pages, and everything else I'm sharing after that. This is an ongoing newsletter. That means with each new issue, I am building on top of the prior issue. I will continue doing this in this format until I (1.) deem it's too much to handle in Taskade, or (2.) Taskade proves to not have the ability to manage an extremely long document. Should any issues arise at any point in publication using Taskade, I will move all content into an Open Office document.

PURPOSE: With this newsletter, I hope to bring my readers some resources that may be found useful, as well as updates happening with my photography work, and other projects. Some of the things I will provide in this newsletter are websites that I've found useful or interesting to share, a catalog of Twitter accounts that I follow, and more. This newsletter is more about sharing resources I've collected, than it is about promoting my photography, and other personal work, although I will mention about these things in various ways.
TARGET AUDIENCE: MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER is written in the United States (Alabama) for residents of the United States.

WHY IS THIS NEWSLETTER TITLED "MUDWALKER"? - MUDWALKER is a play off of my photography brand's name, MUDPIX OUTDOORS. I came up with the name "MUDPIX" in 2016 based off of the fact that very often when I go out to shoot photos outdoors around the lakes, I find myself walking in mud to get some shots.

CREATIVE COMMONS CONTENT: Some content may be reproduced under Creative Commons Attribution Liscence 2.5 which allows for reproduction of material with attribution. - https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

David Thrift is a lifelong resident of Southeast Alabama (with temporary living in other locations due to travel), an amateur photographer, amateur artist, blogger, crafter, and a veteran.

ART: I'm not as much an artist as I am a photographer. I love to play with digital art, but I haven't produced enough work to make a big deal out of it yet. In December 2021, I bought a Samsung Galaxy S7+ tablet that I use to work on some art with occasionally, but it's more of a "playtime" thing that I dabble with, more than it is anything I'm serious about currently. I will update my progress.

BLOGGING: I currently don't have an active blog that I maintain publicly worth mentioning. My website at www.DDAVIDDD.com is currently in a renovation stage for rebuilding. Once I get my website relaunched with a new template, I plan to post galleries of my photography to the blog, as well as hopefully some blog posts containing information about the places I love to go outdoors to with my camera.

CRAFTSMAN: It's something these days that not many know about me, until they find out, that I am intermittently fluent in knitting and crocheting. I love to make hats. You can see them in my beanie store on Storenvy at https://dudecapz.storenvy.com

PHOTOGRAPHY: My primary objective with my photography, is photographing the scenery around West Point Lake, and Lake Harding in Alabama and Georgia. With my photography, I create beautiful pdf format photo ebooks which contains volumes of my photographic work. Some of these ebooks are free. Others are sold in my ebook store on Gumroad at https://mudpix.gumroad.com
CONTACT INFORMATION

WEBSITE - www.DDAVIDD.com

EMAIL - mudwalkernews@gmail.com

FOLLOW ON TWITTER - https://www.twitter.com/MrDThrift

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT - SEND A DONATION - https://paypal.me/dtpiix
On my website at www.DDAVIDD.com you will find a page called "TODAY". On that page I periodically write journal updates about my projects or random things I may want to share. Because my website is currently in renovation phase, and because I don't want to bog down this particular newsletter, I will direct you to the website for these writings. In time, I plan to update this newsletter with my TODAY journal entries.
LOCAL LINKS IN ALABAMA
SURROUNDING MY AREA

Lee County, Alabama, Emergency Management Agency - Severe weather. -
https://leecoema.com/severe-weather/

Lee County, Alabama, Emergency Management Agency - Home page. -
http://leecoema.com/

AccuWeather - Opelika, Alabama -
MY ART 2022

2022-002 - Finished on Tuesday, April 5th, 2022 @ 6:48 PM CST.

Note: This page was intended to track completions of my hand-drawn and hand-painted digital art. I'm being extremely slow with this project... or maybe I've dived into too many projects to stay focused on this.
Slick Inbox at www.slickinbox.com makes it simple to subscribe to newsletters without cluttering up your email box. Combining it's sharing feature with Firefox's send tab to any device on your Firefox account adds more convenience in being able to save and view your newsletters to a readable web page. Below I'm listing some of the newsletters I've received so that I can access them at a later time. Feel free to check them out if you would like also.

CREATIVE COMMONS - 2022-04-06-WED - 20 Years of CC Licenses - https://slickinbox.com/share/jax-years-of-cc-licenses-f375e479

WORDS: A review is coming. I'm currently giving the app a trial. [UPDATE – 2022-09-13-TUE @ 7:20 PM CST] – I have not been using the Slick app much lately. That doesn't mean I don't appreciate it. I just haven't used it enough to get around to writing my review about it. I turned off notifications in the app some time ago, and so I keep forgetting that I have it. Perhaps that is something I can include in my writing when I do get around to writing a review.

PROS:

● It has a very nice and clean user interface (ui) in the app.
● It's keeps a date associated with when I subscribed to a newsletter which is beneficial for knowing how long I've been subscribed.
● Signing up to newsletters with Slick Inbox is a breeze. You just enter your Slick Inbox email address and done. Sometimes you'll need to confirm your subscription which can be done in the Slick Inbox app.

CONS:

● None found yet.
NEWSLETTERS I SUBSCRIBE TO

For as many years as I have been on the internet (since 1998 I think), I've never really been one to subscribe to email newsletters. Of course I get the usual "junk mail" from services I use (because as we all know some services just randomly and automatically subscribe to you to their junk mail), but I never really subscribed to actual newsletters at my own choosing. On Tuesday, April 5th, I decided to give newsletters a try so that I could expand my access to important news that interests me. I didn't want to give out my email address however just so that it could be blown up with newsletter after newsletter (yeah I said that as a newsletter writer). So I searched online for an alternative method. I found (from this article: https://www.fastcompany.com/90595671/apps-that-let-you-read-email-newsletters which I found from this Google search: https://www.google.com/search?q=app+for+newsletters) a service called Slick Inbox. It's an app where you get a new email like "yourname@slickinbox.com" to use for signing up to newsletters like you would with your own email. Now using your Slick Inbox email, you receive your newsletters to the app instead of your real email. No more clutter in your email inbox, and all of your newsletters are easily accessible in your Slick Inbox app. Listed below are the newsletters I'm subscribing to using Slick Inbox. I've listed these so that I can keep track of them in my own list if I ever need to sign up for them again (like in the event I may stop using Slick Inbox), and also so that you can discover some newsletters to subscribe to also.

Creative Commons - Subscribed since 2022-04-05-TUE - Creative Commons is a nonprofit organization that helps overcome legal obstacles to the sharing of knowledge and creativity to address the world’s pressing challenges. Following since 2022-04-05-TUE-16:32-CST - https://creativecommons.org/

From this point on in the newsletter is content unrelated to my photography and other work at my www.DDAVIDD.COM website. You will find links to some articles of interest I've saved, my directory of useful & interesting websites, quotes I've collected over the years, resources, how to's, and more. Remember, some of the things I share in my newsletter may not hold any interest to you, and that's ok. I can't please everyone, and I'm not trying to. Sometimes when I collect information to share here, it comes from mere instances of stumbling upon it when I was actually looking for something else. Then I collect and write the information here with the thought that somebody might appreciate it. I always welcome feedback and suggestions for content you would like to see included in this newsletter to make it more valuable to yourself and all other readers. To send your feedback, see the instructions at the end of this newsletter.
2022-04-28-THU - Nothing’s launcher is here, and it has serious Big Chungus energy - If you’ve ever had trouble finding your favorite app on your phone, Nothing’s launcher got you - Nothing promised during its March "The Truth" event that it would launch its first phone in the summer, but the company also wanted to offer a glance at the software it’s shipping with it ahead of time in the form of a third-party launcher. That day has finally come, and Carl Pei’s new brainchild has released the Nothing Launcher to the Play Store. It’s currently in beta and only available for a handful of phones, but if this is what awaits us in Nothing’s first phone, we’re pleasantly surprised—even though we found ourselves chuckling about Nothing’s special Big Chungus “Max Icons.” - https://www.androidpolice.com/nothing-launcher-here-big-icons/

2022-04-29-FRI - Google is giving you more tools to fight doxxing trolls online - You have even more power to protect your data - The permanence of the internet is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, you can find and reference events that took place years ago; on the other, any uploaded personal information is unlikely to vanish forever, whether or not it could compromise your data or include damaging results that can harm your personal or professional standing. So limiting the visibility of such content is crucial — that’s where Google Search’s personal info removal request policy comes in. It’s been in place for years, and now, the company’s expanding what content you can ask to be taken down as part of a policy update. - https://www.androidpolice.com/google-search-personal-information-removal/

2022-04-29-FRI - Google will warn you if you try to open a sketchy-looking file in Google Docs, Slides, or Sheets - File-level warnings come to Workspace apps on the web - https://www.androidpolice.com/google-workspace-warnings-for-sketchy-files/


2022-04-29-FRI - Snapchat introduces a cute little drone called Pixy - Snap Inc. might be the development team behind Snapchat, but it's also a stealth hardware maker. Its Spectacles lineup of smart glasses was initially released in 2016 and has seen several iterations since then, including an AR-based pair yet to be released. The company's newest hardware innovation is the Pixy, a cute yellow drone that's basically meant to be a flying camera. - https://www.androidpolice.com/snapchats-drone-pixy/

2022-04-29-FRI - The 5 best websites to sell your old smartphone - Selling your unused smartphone can be a great idea for several reasons. Not only can you net yourself some cold, hard cash, but you're doing the environment a favor too. Plus, you're keeping the circular economy running by giving someone else the opportunity to buy tech you no longer need. - https://www.androidpolice.com/best-websites-sell-smartphone/

2022-04-30-SAT - Google's new monochrome emoji font features the return of everybody's favorite blobs - These days, no platform is complete without support for emoji. Those modern emoticons help us express all sorts of feelings, emotions, situations, and more. More than any company, Google has embraced emoji wholeheartedly, adding support for the latest inclusions without even needing a software update and developing Emoji Kitchen as a way to design your very own creations. Today, the company has unveiled another emoji font, this time as an old-school throwback with the inclusion of everyone's favorite blobs. - https://www.androidpolice.com/googles-noto-monochrome-emoji-font-blobs-return/
2022-05-03-TUE - Google Docs wants to become your next collaborative to-do list - The company is taking step to turn the word processor into a serious project management tool - https://www.androidpolice.com/google-docs-table-templates-dropdown-menus/

2022-05-03-TUE - Mozilla is celebrating Firefox 100 with a big milestone release - The company introduces new backgrounds, clutter-free history, and an HTTPS-only mode - https://www.androidpolice.com/firefox-100/


2022-05-03-TUE - T-Mobile's new Price Lock guarantee is guaranteed to confuse everyone - Exactly how much are you guaranteed to pay and get from Big Magenta? - https://www.androidpolice.com/t-mobiles-new-price-lock-guarantee-is-guaranteed-to-confuse-everyone/

2022-05-03-TUE - The best heavy-duty Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra cases in 2022 - If you've spent over $1,000 on a phone, the last thing you want is something to happen to it. And considering the overall size and weight of Samsung's S22 Ultra and its prominent curved screen, it feels even more susceptible to damage if dropped than many other models. With that in mind, we've rounded up some of the most rugged and heavy-duty cases to keep your device safe from hard impacts, scratches, and anything else life throws as it. - https://www.androidpolice.com/best-heavy-duty-samsung-galaxy-s22-ultra-cases/
ARTICLES OF INTEREST FROM GIZMODO
(www.gizmodo.com)

2014-11-13-THU - 5 Apps That Help You Find Your City's Hidden Gems -
https://gizmodo.com/5-apps-that-help-you-find-your-citys-hidden-gems-1657009307


2018-02-01-THU - The WIRED Guide to Emoji - More than just cute pictures, these digital icons are a lingua franca for the digital age. - https://www.wired.com/story/guide-emoji/
DIRECTORY OF USEFUL & INTERESTING WEBSITES

ABOUT THE FOLLOWING LISTS: For years I have collected links to various websites that I found useful or interesting for one reason or another. These have been kept in my notes for my own use. I am now bringing these resources to my newsletter for your possible use. Some websites are listed more than once as they relate in different categories. Unless otherwise stated, I offer no endorsement, or advice for use of any of the websites listed in this newsletter. Some of these I visit and use myself, and some of them I don't. There are millions of websites on the internet, and I am just one man trying to list a few useful ones. We can however all work together to list more. Do you know of a website that you think is worth listing? Let me know with your feedback. See my feedback information at the end of this newsletter.

WEBSITES FOR ABANDONED PLACES AND URBAN EXPLORATION:

Urban exploration (often shortened as UE, urbex and sometimes known as roof-and-tunnel hacking) is the exploration of man-made structures, usually abandoned ruins or hidden components of the manmade environment. Photography and historical interest/documentation are heavily featured in the hobby and it sometimes involves trespassing onto private property. Urban exploration is also called draining (a specific form of urban exploration where storm drains or sewers are explored), urban spelunking, urban rock climbing, urban caving, building hacking, or mousing. More info - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_exploration


NAILHED - Exploration in Michigan. - https://www.nailhed.com/
WEBURBANIST - WebUrbanist is now a passive archive and not an active publication, though its creators and contributors encourage you to delve into its archive of over 5,000 articles. Between 2007 and 2020, the site covered urban architecture, art, design and built environments, reaching an audience of over 100,000,000 visitors. - https://weburbanist.com/

WEBSITES FOR APPS & SOFTWARE:

ALTERNATIVETO - Search for and find alternative software and apps. - https://alternativeto.net/

WEBSITES FOR ARTICLES & STORIES:

LONGREADS - The best long-form stories on the web - https://longreads.com/

WEBSITES FOR AUCTIONS:

CARS & BIDS - Cars & Bids is the best online auction marketplace to buy and sell modern enthusiast cars – and that means pretty much anything that’s cool from the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, 2010s, or 2020s. To us, “cool” ranges from the obvious (a Ferrari F355 or a Lamborghini Gallardo) to the esoteric (a pristine Dodge Dakota Convertible or a Mercury Capri XR2) to the traditional fun cars that enthusiasts love (a Mazda MX-5 Miata or a Porsche 911). Basically everything that’s exciting, fun, interesting, or quirky is welcome here – as long as it comes from the modern era. - https://carsandbids.com/

PURPLE WAVE - Purple Wave describes its website as a no-reserve online auction service. It specializes in auctions of construction equipment, agriculture
equipment, truck & trailer, and passenger vehicles. -  
https://www.purplewave.com/

**WEBSITES FOR BLOGGING & WRITING:**

**AUTHORY** - Authory is the first automated platform bringing together all articles, videos and podcasts you create — no matter where you publish them. (under consideration to be moved to a new "authors & writers" category) -  
https://authory.com/

**MINTEREST** - Minterest by Matrics 360° is a digital marketing & technology journal featuring Blogging, Internet Marketing, Social Media, Tech, and Web 2.0 stuff that matters. The word ‘Minterest’ is a portmanteau for ‘My Interest’. -  
https://www.matrics360.com/

**WORDPRESS - THE DAILY POST** - The art and craft of blogging. Inspiration. Resources. Ideas. All the tools you need to jump-start a new blog, or to revive an existing one. -  
https://wordpress.com/dailypost/

**WEBSITES FOR BOOKMARKING LINKS:**

**RAINDROP** - All-in-one bookmark manager. -  
https://www.raindrop.io/

**SAVED** - Just type saved.io/ in front of any URL to save a bookmark to the cloud (with a registered account). -  
https://saved.io

**WEBSITES FOR COPYRIGHT & PUBLIC DOMAIN:**
Creative Commons - Creative Commons is a nonprofit organization that helps overcome legal obstacles to the sharing of knowledge and creativity to address the world’s pressing challenges. - https://creativecommons.org/

WEBSITES FOR DRINKERS:

I'm not much of a drinker myself. In fact, it's been quite a few years since I drank any alcoholic beverage. I can't say that I miss it any. I however don't mind sharing resources for people who love to indulge in a nice drink or drunk now and then.

VINEPAIR - VinePair is the largest digital media company delivering accessible, entertaining, and inspiring content about drinks and the experiences you have with a glass in hand. - https://vinepair.com/

WEBSITES FOR EBOOKS, BOOKS, AND READING:

BOOK DEPOSITORY - Book Depository is an international book seller shipping thousands of books every day from our fulfillment centers in Gloucester, United Kingdom, and Melbourne, Australia, to more than 130 countries across the world, displaying prices in 37 different local currencies. An interesting feature of this website is that they have a "book map" which shows ongoing purchases of books that people all over the world are buying. That could be used as a way of discovering your next book read. You can change the currency type for pricing in your country on the home page at the top. - https://www.bookdepository.com/

HUNDRED ZEROS - Find free Kindle ebooks for your Amazon Kindle ebook reader, or at least that's what the website says. I don't know if this website is outdated, abandoned by it's creator, or what is going on with it. It's supposed to guide you to ebooks on Amazon that are currently free. However all the ebooks
I checked WERE NOT FREE. At any rate, I decided that this website could possibly be a source of discovery for a next read, so I'm listing it for that reason.
- http://hundredzeros.com/

**ISSUU** - Issuu empowers anyone, from independent creators to global brands, to transform static designs into high-performance content for every digital marketing channel. If you are not a publisher, Issuu can be a great place to discover and read some nice news & entertainment publications online for free.
- https://issuu.com

**SCRIBD** - Scribd has been around since 2007 and as I remember, evolved from being a place similar to Issuu where anyone could create a publication and share it online through their platform, to becoming a "all in one" subscription service for books, audiobooks, magazines, podcasts, sheet music, and documents.
- https://www.scribd.com/

**WATTPAD** - The world's most-loved social storytelling platform. Wattpad connects a global community of 90 million readers and writers through the power of story.
- https://www.wattpad.com/

## WEBSITES FOR EDITING AND WRITING:

**ALT-CODES** - For special symbols. Click to copy, or get the alt-key code.
- https://www.alt-codes.net/

**GET EMOJI** - Want to include special emoji's in your tweets on Twitter, or a blog post? Just copy what you need from this website, and paste into your editing, and it instantly appears where you need it.
- https://getemoji.com/
WEBSITES FOR FREE STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY:

PEXELS - https://www.pexels.com/

PIXABAY - https://pixabay.com/

UNsplash - https://unsplash.com/

WEBSITES FOR GAMING (ROLE PLAY):

ROLE - Every story, every world, every version of you. A new kind of platform for role playing games & the communities around them. It's a platform for playing role games such as Dungeons & Dragons online. - https://www.playrole.com/#community

WEBSITES FOR GAS PRICES:

GASBUDDY - Find the cheapest gas prices in your area with the gasbuddy app or on their website. - https://www.gasbuddy.com/

WEBSITES FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN (DIY GRAPHICS AND STOCK GRAPHICS):

BANNEREASY - Make your own stunning banners, social media graphics, logos, flyers and more for free! - https://www.bannereasy.com/

CANVA - Create banners and more for your website and social media platforms.
**WEBSITES FOR HOUSING & PROPERTY INTERESTS:**

**CAPTIVATING HOUSES** - Old houses for sale. - [https://www.captivatinghouses.com/](https://www.captivatinghouses.com/)

---

**WEBSITES FOR LANGUAGE:**

**FORVO** - The pronunciation dictionary. - [https://forvo.com/](https://forvo.com/)

---

**WEBSITES FOR LIBRARY & REFERENCE RESOURCES:**

**CHEATOGRAPHY** - Over 4,000 free cheat sheets, revision aids, and quick references. Download free cheat sheets, or create your own. - [https://cheatography.com](https://cheatography.com)

**LIBRARYSPOT** - A free virtual library resource center for educators and students, librarians and their patrons, families, businesses and just about anyone exploring the Web for valuable research information. - [http://www.libraryspot.com/](http://www.libraryspot.com/)

**THE REAL YELLOW PAGES** - Your local Yellow and White pages print directory online. - [https://www.therealyellowpages.com](https://www.therealyellowpages.com)

---

- [https://www.canva.com/](https://www.canva.com/)
- [https://www.cleanpng.com/](https://www.cleanpng.com/)
WEBSITES FOR MAPS:

**AVENZA MAPS** - (formally pdf-maps.com) - We are map lovers at heart. We spend a lot of time thinking about maps, how people interact with them, how we can improve the experience, and how we can expand on the capabilities of mobile mapping. We want to make the mobile map experience better whether you are using the app for work, or for recreational travel and adventuring. Today, Avenza Maps™ is one of the most recognized mobile mapping apps in industries such as Forest Management, Firefighting, Search and Rescue, and among recreationalists, adventure travelers, and outdoor enthusiasts. We hope our energy, expertise and passion for building Avenza Maps translates into helping you enjoy it in your work, travel and play. - https://www.avenzamaps.com/

**OPENSTREETMAP** - OpenStreetMap is a map of the world, created by people like you and free to use under an open license. It provides map data for thousands of websites, mobile apps, and hardware devices. - https://www.openstreetmap.org/

**PIC2MAP** - Pic2Map.com is an online photo location viewer that utilizes EXIF GPS coordinate data to create a map view of your photos. This site is amazing. Lot's of beautiful photos to look at, and a ton of info to gather from EXIF data. I'm partial to the location information myself for discovery of places I've never heard of. - https://www.pic2map.com/

**TERTREMO** - Live earthquake map. - https://www.tertremo.com/

**TOPOVIEW** - TopoView highlights one of the USGS's most important and useful products, the topographic map. In 1879, the USGS began to map the Nation's topography. This mapping was done at different levels of detail, in order to support various land use and other purposes. As the years passed, the USGS produced new map versions of each area. The most current map of each area is available from The National Map. TopoView shows the many and varied older
maps of each area, and so is especially useful for historical purposes—for example, the names of some natural and cultural features have changed over time, and the historical names can be found on many of these topographic maps. This interface was created by the National Geologic Map Database project (NGMDB), in support of the topographic mapping program, managed by the USGS National Geospatial Program (NGP). Geologic and topographic mapping have a long tradition together (see 1888 report). The NGMDB project is proud to assist the NGP in bringing these maps to the Web. -
https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/topoview/

WEBSITES FOR METAL DETECTING:

STEALTH DIGGERS NOT THURSDAY - Metal detecting for relics. -
https://www.notthursday.com/

WEBSITES FOR MILITARY NAVY:

Naval History and Heritage Command - https://www.history.navy.mil/

WEBSITES FOR MOVIE POSTERS:

HARRY RANSOM CENTER - THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN - Movie Posters Collection - The Ransom Center's movie poster collection consists of an estimated 10,000 posters and spans the entire history of film from the silent era to the present day. -
https://hrc.contentdm.oclc.org.digital/collection/p15878coll84
WEBSITES FOR MOVIE WATCHING:

JUSTWATCH - Get personal recommendations for movies and TV shows available on Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Disney Plus and many more. - https://www.justwatch.com/

WEBSITES FOR MUSIC DOWNLOADING:

JIMMYPRESSPLAY - Mashups - https://www.jimmypressplay.com/

MY FREE MP3 - Type in an artist or song, and download. Not sure of the sound quality of all the tracks, but you can find some obscure ones. - https://myfreemp3.vip/ - The last time I visited this website, it redirected to https://myfreemp3juices.cc/

WEBSITES FOR MUSIC GENRE POP:

TALK ABOUT POP MUSIC - https://talkaboutpopmusic.com/

WEBSITES FOR MUSIC SOUNDTRACKS:

TUNEFIND - The Internet’s best source for TV, movie, and video game soundtracks since 2005. - https://www.tunefind.com/

TUNEFIND - Music From All TV Shows - https://www.tunefind.com/browse/tv
WEBSITES FOR NEWS ORGANIZATIONS:

**NEWSPACK** - Newspack is an all-in-one platform designed for small and medium-sized news organizations that simplifies publishing and drives audience and revenue right out of the box. - [https://newspack.pub/](https://newspack.pub/)

WEBSITES FOR NEWSPAPERS:

**NEWSPAPERS(.COM)** - The largest online newspaper archive, established in 2012. Used by millions for genealogy and family history, historical research, crime investigations, journalism, and entertainment. Search for obituaries, marriage announcements, birth announcements, social pages, national and local news articles, sports, advertisements, entertainment, fashion and lifestyle pages, comics, and more. Everything you’d expect in the paper—and maybe something you didn't! - [https://www.newspapers.com/](https://www.newspapers.com/)

WEBSITES FOR NUTRITION:

**EAT THIS MUCH** - Eat This Much creates personalized meal plans based on your food preferences, budget, and schedule. Reach your diet and nutritional goals with our calorie calculator, weekly meal plans, grocery lists and more. Create your meal plan right here in seconds. - [https://www.eatthismuch.com/](https://www.eatthismuch.com/)

WEBSITES FOR OFF THE GRID LIVING:

**OFF GRID LIVING** - Living Of The Greed is about living off the grid, sustainable living, and renewable energy. We cover off grid news topics from around the world, stories from others living their off grid dreams, and practical advice about growing your own food, prepping & survival, natural health, and
WEBSITES FOR OUTDOORS HIKING:

**MODERN HIKER** - The West's most-read hiking site. Providing top-notch trail info since 2006. - [https://modernhiker.com/](https://modernhiker.com/)

WEBSITES FOR OUTDOORS JOURNALISM:

**MOUNTAIN JOURNAL** - Mountain Journal is committed to public-interest journalism focused on understanding the trends and forces at work in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. - [https://mountainjournal.org/](https://mountainjournal.org/)

**OUTDOORS** - The Premier Website for Every Outdoor Lifestyle: Fishing, Hiking, Kayaking, Off-Road, Camping & More. - [https://www.outdoors.com/](https://www.outdoors.com/)

WEBSITES FOR PHOTO EDITING ONLINE:

**PHOTOPEA** - Free online editor supporting PSD, XCF, Sketch, XD AND CDR formats (Adobe Photoshop, GMIP, Sketch App, Adobe XD, CorelDRAW). Create a new image or open existing files from your computer. Save your work as PSD (File - Save as PSD) or as JPG / PNG / SVG (File - Export as). - [https://www.photopea.com/](https://www.photopea.com/)

WEBSITES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS (PRINT YOUR PHOTOS):

**CHATBOOKS** - It's a family owned business, and they make photo books (hard or
WEBSITES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY:

**PIC2MAP** - Pic2Map.com is an online photo location viewer that utilizes EXIF GPS coordinate data to create a map view of your photos. This site is amazing. Lot's of beautiful photos to look at, and a ton of info to gather from EXIF data. I'm partial to the location information myself for discovery of places I've never heard of. - [https://www.pic2map.com/](https://www.pic2map.com/)

**PIC2MAP** - Photo taken at Laccadive See with Hasselblad L1D-20C - An example of what can be found at PIC2MAP - [https://www.pic2map.com/gyqbny.html](https://www.pic2map.com/gyqbny.html)

WEBSITES FOR PRODUCTIVITY:

**ILOVEPDF** - Just about anything you might want to do with a pdf file, you can do it here. - [https://www.ilovepdf.com/](https://www.ilovepdf.com/)

WEBSITES FOR PUBLISHING:

**ISSUU** - Issuu empowers anyone, from independent creators to global brands, to transform static designs into high-performance content for every digital marketing channel. If you are not a publisher, Issuu can be a great place to discover read some nice news & entertainment publications online for free. - [https://issuu.com](https://issuu.com)
WEBSITES FOR QUOTES:

VEEROESQUOTES - https://veeroesquotes.com/

WEBSITES FOR RESEARCH:

RESEARCHGATE - Find and share research. - https://www.researchgate.net/

WEBSITES FOR SCREENSHOTS:

EASYCAPTURES - Simple software powered image hosting solution - https://easycaptures.com/

WEBSITES FOR SEARCHING (ENGINES):

We all know the main search engines. This list is primarily for more obscure ones I find, plus websites that write about search engines.

GIGABLAST - Gigablast is an American free and open-source web search engine and directory. Founded in 2000, it is an independent engine and web crawler, developed and maintained by Matt Wells, a former Infoseek employee and New Mexico Tech graduate. - http://www.gigablast.com/

GIGABLAST BLOG - All the posts are one html page. The posts date back to 2002, providing history about this search engine and it's competition. http://www.gigablast.com/blog.html

GIGABLAST REFERENCE - More links to explore than I will probably ever get to. - https://www.gigablast.com/Top/Reference/

SEARCH ENGINE LAND - News on search engines, search engine optimization (seo), and search engine marketing (sem). - https://searchengineland.com/

SEEKR - It labeled itself in an ad as "A Transparent & Reliable Search Engine". - https://www.seekr.com/

SIMILAR SITES - Type in a site, find similar sites. - https://www.similarsites.com/

WEBSITES FOR SIMILAR LIKING:

The links in this list point to pages on www.SimilarSites.com where websites of similarity are listed. Also if you want to laugh at some old memes, check out SimilarSite's Twitter page. They haven't updated it since 2013, but they left behind some funny nostalgic memes. - https://twitter.com/SimilarSites

ANCESTRY - https://www.similarsites.com/site/ancestry.com

CHEATOGRAPHY - https://www.similarsites.com/site/cheatography.com

GASBUDDY - https://www.similarsites.com/site/gasbuddy.com

GOODREADS - https://www.similarsites.com/site/goodreads.com
WEBSITES FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING:

NAMECHECKR - If you are setting up a new project for a website or social media username, and you want to see where it may be available, give this website a try. You can also use it check your current username to see where it might be available on different platforms so that you can consider expanding your social reach. - [https://www.namecheckr.com/](https://www.namecheckr.com/)

WEBSITES FOR SPORTS:

EXTREME SPORTS:

REDBULL - The company that brings energy drinks, also brings sports like Cliff Diving, Acrobatic Flying, Skydiving, Base Jumping, MC Battle, Bike, and F1 Racing. - [https://www.redbull.com/us-en/](https://www.redbull.com/us-en/)
WEBSITES FOR TEXT TO SPEECH:

**SPEECHelo** - Instantly transform any text into a 100% human-sounding voiceover with only 3 clicks. - [https://speechelo.com/](https://speechelo.com/)

**TTSFREE** - [https://ttsfree.com/](https://ttsfree.com/)

**TTSMP3** - [https://ttsmp3.com/](https://ttsmp3.com/)

More coming, but for now you can check here --> [https://www.seekr.com/search?query=text+to+speech](https://www.seekr.com/search?query=text+to+speech)

WEBSITES FOR UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AGENCIES:

**NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE** - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - [https://www.weather.gov/](https://www.weather.gov/)

**NOAA** - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - [https://www.noaa.gov/](https://www.noaa.gov/)

**RECREATION** - Recreation.gov is your gateway to explore America's outdoor and cultural destinations in your zip code and across the country. We provide tools and tips to discover new adventures through a one-stop shop for inspiration and ideation, trip planning, information sharing, and reservations. Find incredible places and experiences that help you bring home a story through Recreation.gov! - [https://www.recreation.gov/](https://www.recreation.gov/)
SAFETY FIRST! - Never base any life decisions on weather information from this newsletter, or anywhere over the Internet. Always use your best judgement and precaution.

**WEBSITES FOR WEATHER, EARTHQUAKES, HURRICANES, MOON PHASES (COMING SOON), MOUNTAINS, SNOW, SURF, TIDES, TORNADOES:**

**EARTHQUAKES:**

- **EARTHQUAKE TODAY** - Latest earthquakes in the world. - [https://www.emsc-csem.org/#2](https://www.emsc-csem.org/#2)

- **EARTHQUAKE TRACK** - Earthquake Track was created to make understanding earthquakes easier. It contains information on earthquakes since the year 1900. New earthquakes usually appear on the site within a few minutes. - [https://earthquaketrack.com/](https://earthquaketrack.com/)

- **TERTREMO** - Live earthquake map. - [https://www.tertremo.com/](https://www.tertremo.com/)

**HURRICANES:**

- **CYCLOCANE** - Cyclone and hurricane tracker. - [https://www.cyclocane.com/](https://www.cyclocane.com/)

**MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS:**

- **MOUNTAIN FORECAST** - Dedicated mountain weather forecasts for more than
11300 (and growing) major summits for climbers and mountaineers, provided for up to 8 different elevations. - https://www.mountain-forecast.com/

### SNOW:


### SURF:

**SURF FORECAST** - Surf-Forecast provides surf forecast and surf reports for over 7,000 of the world’s best surf spots. We also provide surfers, windsurfers & kitesurfers with wave maps, wind maps and a custom e-mail surf and wind alert system. Also check out the beach cams, wind forecast and our local Wave Finder before going surfing. - https://www.surf-forecast.com/

### TIDES:


### TORNADOES:

**TORNADO HQ** - Tornado tracker and current tornado warnings. -
WEATHER:

ACCUWEATHER - Local, national, & global daily weather forecast. - https://www.accuweather.com/

EL DORADO WEATHER - https://eldoradoweather.com/

FORCA - https://www.foreca.com

FORCA (NEW SITE) - https://www.forecaweather.com

METEoblue - https://www.meteoblue.com

MIKE’S WEATHER PAGE - Mike's Weather Page is a weather website established in 2004 by Floridian blogger Mike Boylan. The website provides a wide range of information related to weather and climate. Analysis and forecasts of tropical cyclogenesis can be found on the site. - https://spaghettimodels.com/

MYWEATHER2 - Weather forecasts and related weather information. - https://www.myweather2.com/

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - https://www.weather.gov/

RSSWEATHER - World weather forecasts by RSS. - [http://rssweather.com/](http://rssweather.com/)

SEVERE WEATHER OUTLOOK - Find out if severe weather is coming your way. - [https://www.severeweatheroutlook.com/](https://www.severeweatheroutlook.com/)

TEXAS STORM CHASERS - Your trusted source for no-bull Texas weather information since 2009. We provide down-to-earth and easy-to-understand statewide and local weather updates during periods of active weather. - [https://texasstormchasers.com/](https://texasstormchasers.com/)

THE ALABAMA WEATHER BLOG - [https://www.alabamawx.com/](https://www.alabamawx.com/)

THE WEATHER CHANNEL - National and local weather radar, daily forecast, and hurricane information. - [https://weather.com/](https://weather.com/)

THE WEATHER NETWORK - Weather forecasts, maps, news, and videos. - [https://www.theweathernetwork.com/us](https://www.theweathernetwork.com/us)

TRACK THE TROPICS - Track The Tropics has been the #1 source to track the tropics 24/7 since 2013! The main goal of the site is to bring all of the important links and graphics to ONE PLACE so you can keep up to date on any threats to land during the Atlantic Hurricane Season! Hurricane Season 2022 in the Atlantic starts on June 1st and ends on November 30th. Love Spaghetti Models? Well you've come to the right place!! Remember when you're preparing for a storm: Run from the water; hide from the wind! - [https://www.trackthetropics.com/](https://www.trackthetropics.com/)

TROPICAL STORM RISK (TSR) - Tropical Storm Risk (TSR) offers a leading resource for predicting and mapping tropical storm activity worldwide. - [http://tropicalstormrisk.com/](http://tropicalstormrisk.com/)

TROPICAL TIDBITS - I (Levi Cowan) created Tropical Tidbits in 2012 out of my
college dorm room. At the time, it was simply meant to be a place to host my hurricane forecasting blog and video discussions that I had been posting on Wunderground since 2005. I still post these videos during the Atlantic hurricane season, but this website has evolved into so much more. It is now a large toolbox of real-time data visualizations that can be used by scientists and enthusiasts to perform weather analysis and forecasting. -
https://www.tropicaltidbits.com/

WEATHER FORECAST - Accurate 12 Day Weather Forecasts for thousands of places around the World. We provide detailed Weather Forecasts over a 12 day period updated four times a day. Our interactive weather maps can be customized to show forecasts of temperature, weather and wind. You can also overlay pressure and live weather observations on maps of any country. Select our weather today forecast pages to get 3 hourly detail and live weather reports. Browse our weather photo albums showing a great selection of weather extremes from around the world including hurricanes, floods, storms, tornadoes and major snow events. - https://www.weather-forecast.com/

WEATHER UNDERGROUND - Local weather forecast, news and conditions. - https://www.wunderground.com/

WEATHERFORYOU - When weather information first came to the internet it was simple. WeatherForYou strives to maintain that classic style by being one of the quickest and easiest ways to get accurate weather info. - https://weatherforyou.com/

WEATHERNERDS - Weathernerds provides weather data in a flexible, practical interface. This site is designed to give creativity and control to the forecaster so that imagery is weather feature-based rather than relying on predefined geographic maps. Weather models available on the site include the ECMWF, GEM, GFS, HRRR, ICON, NAM, HWRF, HMON, and RAP. The interface allows users to create point soundings, cross sections, multiple field overlays, etc. Satellite data from GOES 16, GOES 17, and Himawari also are provided in an interface that allows users to zoom in anywhere. During hurricane season, the TC
Forecast Guidance section provides ensemble forecasts from the GFS and ECMWF. This guidance is useful for analyzing the range of possibilities for TC track and intensity in the long-range portion of the forecast. Finally, WSR-88D Level 2 base radar reflectivity and velocity are provided in a zoomable interface. - https://www.weathernerds.org/

WEATHERTAP - Display a number of real-time weather maps, customized to your location on monitors at your business or store. - https://www.weathertap.com/

WEBSITES FOR WEBSITE DISCOVERY:

Remember Stumbleupon? It was awesome for discovering new websites to follow. Then they killed it and moved to another thing called Mix... which sucks! This list is for providing alternative sites and methods for discovering websites.

DISCOVER WORDPRESS - A daily selection of the best content published on Wordpress, collected for you by humans who love to read. - https://wordpress.com/discover-wordpress/

DISCUVVER - Random useful sites, one click at a time. - https://www.discuvver.com/

SIMILAR SITES - Type in a site, find similar sites. - https://www.similarsites.com/

WEBSITES LINK DUMP (UNSORTED LINKS):

The following below is a collection of websites I've come across that I plan to include in the website directory as time permits. Feel free to explore them here until I move them and give them descriptions.
WEBSITES TO SCOUR FOR LINKS:

This list is a collection of websites I've run into that I found had possibly useful resources or links to other interesting websites. These websites are being held here until time permits me to revisit them another time. Feel free to explore these to see what you find in the meantime.

Tropical Atlantic Weather Resources - These links are located in the left sidebar.  
- [https://www.trackthetropics.com/](https://www.trackthetropics.com/)
FEATURED YOUTUBE CHANNELS FOR JUNE 2022

///M Power CDFP - ///M Power CDFP, has been on youtube since 2007. This is my 2nd Channel is to show my dedication and interest to cars and driving, especially BMW. I also like to put up a variety of other videos from my day to day life. My current cars are a BMW M3 E46 ZCP 6MT and it's polar opposite, don't hate, a 2016 Prius as a daily driver hahaha - https://www.youtube.com/user/3312cdfp5674

Bros Of Decay - This channel is all about documenting historical abandoned structures around the world. - https://www.youtube.com/c/BrosOfDecay

Miles & The House Collection - There is a ton of long play music mixes in this channel. - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWDRQX3FQpG-shiFYyebXPG

National Park Diaries - Stories from the world's protected places. - https://www.youtube.com/c/NationalParkDiaries

Stoltman Brothers - The strongest brothers to have ever lived. - https://www.youtube.com/c/StoltmanBrothers

The Pethericks - Restoration of an abandoned convent. - https://www.youtube.com/c/ThePethericks

THE TABLE - Road trips and walks around cities. - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNuWCBM-4pn582kUg0BVexw

Through My Lens - Through My Lens exists to share high-quality and informative
travel videos from all over the world. The videos cover everything from hikes and restaurants to city guides sharing the best spots in the places I travel. All of the videos are shot and edited by me based on actual trips I have taken to these places. - https://www.youtube.com/c/ThroughMyLens

**WELT Documentary** - We are proud to present our best and high-class documentaries directly to you on YouTube. WELT Documentary gives you deep information beyond the headlines. The WELT Group is part of the german Mediahouse Axel Springer SE and our reporters, storytellers and well-known filmmakers provides a insight-view of german engineering skills, craftsmanship, security forces and lifestile to you. Come and get a look behind the complexity of the daily affairs – we deliver you the best information, fascinating pictures and real stories about interesting people. - https://www.youtube.com/c/WELTDocumentary

**Yes Theory** - We believe that life's greatest moments and deepest connections exist outside your comfort zone. - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvK4bOhULCpmLabd2pDMtnA
FEATURED YOUTUBE VIDEOS FOR JUNE 2022


Abandoned 17th Century Fairy tale Castle - Everything Left Behind! - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cubdlB3v2Dc

Antonov An-225 - The World's Largest Aircraft - Full Documentary - With the six powerful engines, loads of up to 250 tons are no problem for the Antonov An-225. The plane was originally intended to take the Soviet Buran space shuttle back from its landing site to the Baikonur spaceport in Kazakhstan. After the end of the space program, Antonov Airlines converted the An-225 into a cargo plane. The next order: the transport of twelve electrical transformers from Chile across the Andes to Bolivia with twelve flights in just four weeks. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sggOqdvqHs

Driving from San Francisco to Los Angeles, Pacific Coast Highway, CA 1 / US 101 - Start: Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco. End: East Los Angeles Interchange, Los Angeles. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJc07eHxHgA

Depeche Mode - The Best Of - Full Album - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh_jfqXghDI

Driving Los Angeles - Full Version - 5 Hours 41 Min. a Long Drive in Downtown
I Bought An Abandoned Convent - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWvezeCNHEc

I Spent a Day with Giants (World's Strongest Men) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXWyuO3v4vM

Jack Mix 88 The Best Of Mirage - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYOn3T3iBuk

Kim Wilde - Can't Get Enough (Of Your Love) - Kim and her band appear on an outdoor stage to perform "Can't get enough (of your love)" Belgium, 1990 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qd1uC7K3KaE

Route 66 Road Trip: 14 Days Driving the Main Street of America - Route 66 is the United State's historic highway that was established in 1926, It is over 2,400 miles, and it goes from Santa Monica, California to Chicago, Illinois. The route was used by many who migrated west during the 1900s and it was popularized in songs, TV series and The Grapes of Wrath. My dad and I went on a full Route 66 road trip over 14 days in June of 2019 and made this video to share what the route looked like during that time period and to encourage others to drive this historic road. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0bA72fjHMQ

The Best of Kraftwerk from Bortmehanik - Almost 3 hours of Kraftwerk music. There is a timestamped listing of the tracks available. Also available in the channel is a ton of other long plays of more popular artists. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ywl4ggyHUPY

The Largest Aircraft Ever Built In The World - While size does matter, it is not necessarily always a measure of aviation power. However, this did not stop gifted engineers, who have, for decades now, been designing vehicles of such
magnitude that their very ability to leave the ground was already impressive. Today we are going to take a look at 10 of the largest planes, all with their own unique story. Let’s jump right into it! - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljYvYJyqNWc

Til Tuesday - Voices Carry - 3/26/1986 - Ritz - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pv1UVA1M0Y

What Are Badlands?? - Badlands National Park in South Dakota is famous for its eponymous formations. It’s striking fins, buttes, mesas, and overall eroded geography make for some truly spectacular geological formations. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdYyLP2zOKI
FEATURED YOUTUBE VIDEOS FOR MAY 2022

Building Academy UH-1C Huey Frog Helicopter 1/35 Scale From Start To Finish - English subtitles are available. This is a complete build from start to finish of Academy Models UH-1C Huey Frog in 1/35 scale. This is truly a complete build. You get to see the construction, painting, and diorama building of this famous helicopter from the Vietnam War. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2dkuX9o7gl

Cannons - Hurricane (Official Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz2kSbSrDLs

Onyx Boox Nova Air C: Kaleido COLOR EINK Full Review - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dB4shircB


WTF Happened To Steve Guttenburg - Steve Guttenberg was one of the biggest stars of the 1980s. He broke out with the Police Academy movies and became a famous, light-leading man. He played the ladies' man, Mahoney, in Police Academy 1 through 4, where he got to romance Kim Cattrall and Sharon Stone, among others, but bailed on the series to take on bigger films. Initially, this strategy was widely successful, with him starring in the biggest movie of 1987, Three Men and a Baby. Yet, he could never follow it up with another sizeable hit. What's worse is the fact that critics had it out for him, with his name becoming a punchline in the 90s, although in hindsight, his acting was fine. Some of his
movies, like The Boyfriend School (aka Don't Tell Her It's Me) are underrated gems. So join us as we try to determine WTF Happened to Steve Guttenberg! -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZtVooFktJs
HOW TO FIND YOUR LOCAL PHONE DIRECTORY ONLINE

Some time ago I came across a website called DEXPAGES (www.dexpages.com) that provided a map of the US with clickable links that allowed you to download your (or any) local phone book directory. That website now directs to TheRealYellowPages (www.therealyellowpages.com). If you scroll down to the bottom of their website, you will see a link titled "Find Your Directory" (I've provided the link below). Click that link, and that is where you will find the aforementioned map. When you click on any state on the map, you will be presented with a pop-up list of all areas that you can download a local phone book directory for in pdf format. From there, click on the area link for the directory you want. You will be taken to a new page displaying your directory. You can browse it's pages online in your browser, or click on the download link (it's the document icon) in the top right of the page to save the pdf to your computer. I think this is a really great, and free resource because not only can you find your local directory, but you can acquire any phone directory across the United States.

FIND YOUR DIRECTORY -
https://www.therealyellowpages.com/skin/entry/map.php
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES AND WEBSITE LINKS

13 Other Places Tumblr Fans Can Go to Explore Their Sexuality - Don't worry, you can find a similarly sex-positive community elsewhere. - https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/a25937501/tumblr-porn-ban/


A Complete Guide To Urban Exploration - We live in a post-industrial world, and our connection to the modes of production, our infrastructure, and the cogs of society is becoming more and more disembodied from day-to-day life. This guide is meant to be an introduction to one of the fastest growing hobbies in our modern time: Urban Exploration. - Read more - http://www.terrastories.com/bearings/urban-exploration-guide


How to Use FileZilla: A Step-By-Step Guide - One of the most common tasks for a WordPress site owner is using Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) to access files and folders. As it happens, it’s also one of the most scary aspects of running a site. After all, you’re working on your site in the most direct way possible. As such, you’ll want to have a great SFTP by your side; because it’s one of the most popular solutions on the market, learning how to use FileZilla is a fantastic idea. - https://wp-dd.com/how-to-use-filezilla-a-step-by-step-guide/

The Hazards of Haikyo and Urban Exploration - Ruins are known in Japan as ‘Haikyo’ (å»ƒå¢Ż) – literally ‘abandoned place’. The word has become synonymous here with Urban Exploration, or Urbex for short, which is the
exploration of man-made sites usually hidden or restricted from the general public. But with such exploration comes inherent dangers. - Read more - http://gakuran.com/the-hazards-of-haikyo-and-urban-exploration/


Urban Jungle font - http://www.fontspace.com/kc-fonts/urban-jungle

Your Guide to 70s Discos and 80s Nightclubs and Bars: Boston - https://angrisano.net/70s-80s-nightclubs-bars/
1. 2022-05-06-FRI @ 7:03 PM CST - On Friday, February 4th, 2021, I reconnected with di.fm vocal trance radio, and I began keeping track on a burner blog of the tunes they played as I listened so that I could compile a list of good vocal trance tunes, and also so that I could create this memory list of the songs I heard. These are listed in the order I heard them from the last one first to the first one last. You can search for these on YouTube and Spotify if you would like to hear them.

2. Ruben de Ronde x Elevven feat. Lara

3. DJ T.H. feat. Alisha Nauth – Lost In Me (Alex Wright Remix)

4. Oza & T4l – Remember That (Shingo Nakamura Remix)

5. Driftmoon & Susana – Because of You (Extended Mix)

6. Aly & Fila With Skypatrol Feat Sue McLaren – Running (Extended Mix)

7. Jericho Frequency & Jennifer Rene – I’ll Be Waiting (Extended Mix)

8. Betsie Larkin With Super8 & Tab – All We Have Is Now

9. Aurosonic, Kate Louise Smith, Denis Karpinskiy – Heaven (Progressive Mix)

10. Roman Messer feat. Roxanne Emery – Lullaby (Full Fire Mix)

12. Yuri Kane feat. Sopheary – Obsession (Original Mix)

13. Jennifer Rene, Somna – Awakening (Original Mix)

14. Sarah Russell – Loss & Innocence (Witness45 Remix)

15. DRYM & Jennifer Rene – Smile (Amir Hussain Extended Remix)

16. Dennis Sheperd, Katty Heath – Where I Begin (Evoland Remix)

17. Headstrong Feat Kate Smith – Sometimes (Mike Shiver Catching Sun Mix)

18. Denise Rivera & Bluskay – Even On A Long Day (Extended Mix)

19. Assaf & Cassandra Grey – Lost At Sea (Extended Mix)

20. Sonic Element feat. Alynn Carter – Lost Inside (Original Mix)

21. Solarstone & Clare Stagg – The Spell (Solarstone Pure mix)

22. Simon Patterson feat. Lucy Pullin – Blink (Extended Mix)

23. Craig Connelly feat. Jessica Lawrence – Stay

24. The Thrillseekers Feat Fisher – Angel (Solid Stone Remix)
25. Ronski Speed & Aruna – All the Way (Alan Morris Remix)

26. Andy Moor – Safe On Both Sides (Extended Mix)

27. Manuel Le Saux & Astuni with Linnea Schossow – Everywhere You Go (Extended Mix)

28. Super8 & Tab feat. Julie Thompson – My Enemy (Club Mix)

29. Reiklavik feat. Angel Falls – Salvation (Extended Mix)

30. Christian Zechner & Lira Yin – Starclad (C-Systems Club Mix)

31. Enzo & Roxanne Emery & Somna – Long Way Down (Extended Mix)

32. Dart Rayne & Yura Moonlight Feat. Katty Heath – Stole The Sun (Original Mix)

33. Cosmic Gate & Emma Hewitt – Calm Down (omnia remix)

34. Fabio XB & Liuck feat. Christina Novelli

35. Exostate – Without Warning (PARITY Remix)

36. Armin van Buuren feat. Jaren – Unforgivable (Extended Mix)

38. Grace – Not Over Yet (Max Graham Vs Protoculture Remix)

39. Denis Kenzo & Sarah Lynn – Belief Without Sight (Extended Mix)

40. 4 Strings – Take Me Away (Trance Arts & Colin James Remix)

41. Beat Service & Neev Kennedy – Not This Time (Original)

42. John O’ Callaghan & Betsie Larkin – Save This Moment (Gareth Emery remix)

43. Markus Schulz & Alina Eremia

44. Kirsty Hawkshaw Meets Tenishia – Reason To Forgive (The Blizzard Mix)

45. Katty Heath – Connection Through Sound (Nikolauss Extended Remix)

46. Dennis Sheperd – Freefalling (Dennis Sheperd 2013 Club Mix)

47. Ana Criado & Beat Service – Whispers (original mix)

48. Drival & Natalie Gioia – Flying (Extended Mix)

49. Edvard Vibar ft. Tiff Lacey – Is This Love (extended)

50. Andy Elliass & Corrado Baggier feat. Cari – Turn The Page (Extended Mix)

51. Andy Moor feat. Sue McLaren – Trespass
52. Roman Messer feat. Christina Novelli – Fireflies (Extended Mix)

53. Andy Moor & Daniel Paul Davis – Ordinary People (Extended Mix)

54. Sue McLaren – Haunted (Extended Mix)

55. Cosmic Gate – Be Your Sound (Extend. Mix)

56. Cubicore feat. K.I.R.A. – Circles (Extended Mix)

57. Dave Neven feat. NuttaLyA – Breathing Again (Extended Mix)

58. Fred Baker – Never Let Me Go (Trance Mix)


60. Timur Shafiev Feat Dasha – Thank You (Dallaz Project Remix)

61. Dream Dance Alliance – Under The Moonlight (Extended)

62. John O’ Callaghan Feat Ria – I’ll Follow (Original Mix)

63. Alex Kunnari Feat Emma Lock – You & Me (Khomha & Julius Beat Remix)

64. Susana – A Million Memories (Extended Mix)

65. Lange feat. Shannon Hurley – Superstars (Craig Connelly Remix)
66. Aurosonic feat. Neev Kennedy & Bote – What Else Is There To Love (Original Mix)

67. Abstract Vision & Elite Electronic Feat Eva Kade – Miracle (Dallaz Project Mix)

68. Markus Schulz feat. Sarah Howells – Tempted

69. Ciaran McAuley & Clare Stagg – All I Want (Extended Mix)

70. Erick Strong & MalYar Feat. Gemma Pavlovic – Anything


72. Deme3us & Natune – Free Your Mind (Tycoos Extended Uplifting Mix)

73. Dennis Sheperd & Sunlounger – I Can Feel (Giuseppe Ottaviani Extended Remix)

74. Deal – Shine (dankann & antillas remix)

75. Somna & Jennifer Rene – Awakening (Mixail Remix)

76. Dart Rayne & Yura Moonlight & Cate Kanell – Shelter Me (Extended Mix)

77. Six Senses feat. Claire Willis – Won’t Let You Down (Original Mix)

78. Andain – Turn Up the Sound (Gabriel & Dresden remix)
79. Javah Pres Tiff Lacey – One By One (Dima Krasnik Mix)

80. John B – Connected (Craig Connelly Remix Edit)

81. Andain – Summer Calling (Casey Rasch Remix)

82. Cosmic Gate & Jes – Flying Blind (Extended Mix)

83. DJ T.H. & Natalie Gioia – Euphoria (Talla 2XLC Extended Remix)

84. Julie Thompson & Leon Bolier – Underwater (Wetdog Remix)

85. Ferry Corsten & Aruna – Live Forever (Gareth Emery Extended Remix)

86. Sensetive5 – Right Back (Deluna Remix)


88. Flash BrothersFeat Epiphony – More Than You Know (Ram Mix)

89. Raz Nitzan & Kate Louise Smith – This Time (Last Soldier Extended Mix)

90. DedrekoningFeat Sophie Ellis-Bextor – Only Child (Original Mix)

91. Amy Kirkpatrick & Live Ayce – Blinded (Original Mix)

92. The Blizzard & Yuri Kane Feat Relyk – Everything About You (Original Mix)
93. 4 Strings & Katty Heath – The Story of Your Heart (Extended Mix)

94. Richard Durand & Christina Novelli – Save You (Cold Blue Extended Remix)

95. Bob Cartel feat. Ai Takekawa – Lie To Me (Akku Remix)

96. Dart Rayne & Yura Moonlight Feat. Katty Heath – Stole The Sun (Original Mix)

97. Dash Berlin – Disarm Yourself (club mix)

98. C-Systems Feat. Hanna Finsen – Not Giving Up (Extended Mix)


100. Agulo – Fire Sign (Will Holland Remix)

101. Kaimo K & Sarah Russell – Love Will Never Leave (Original Mix)

102. Fredda.L & Fisher – Into The Light (Original Mix)

103. Because of You (Extended Mix)

104. Alex M.O.R.P.H. – Sunset Boulevard (Dan Stone Rework)

105. Alexander Turok & Sarah Russell – Take Me Back (Vadim Bonkrashkov Remix)

106. Akira Kayosa & Hugh Tolland Feat Stine Grove – Always With You (Original

108. Matt Hardwick & Gulf – Impossible (John O’callaghan Remix)


110. Armin van Buuren feat. Ana Criado – I’ll Listen (Super8 & Tab remix)

111. Roger Shah & Kristina Sky Feat. Emma Shaffer – Take Me Back (Extended Mix)

112. The Thrillseekers Feat Stine Grove – Anywhere With You (Solarstone pure mix)

113. Stargazers & Neev Kennedy – I Remember You

114. Super8 & Tab feat Jan Burton – Black Is Back (Classic Vocal Mix Edit)

115. Costa & Sarah Lynn – Never Fade (Extended Mix)

116. Betsie Larkin – We Are The Sound (Bobina Megadrive Mix)

117. Sunset pres. Symsonic & Lucid Blue – Desert Rain (Frainbreeze Remix)

118. Alex Larichev Feat Holly Prothman – The Same Way (Luigi Lusini Remix)

119. Cosmic Gate & Sarah Lynn – Sparks After The Sunset (Rafael Frost Remix)
120. Physical Dreams – In My Eyes (Original Mix)

121. Gal Abutbul & Sarah Russell – You Have Realised (Uplifting Remix)

122. Phillip J feat. Kim Casandra – Release Me (Original Mix)

123. Dennis Sheperd feat. Molly Bancroft – Wanting (Album Mix)

124. Sergey Shabanov & Julie Scott – I Surrender To You (Original Mix)

125. Cosmic Gate & Jes – Flying Blind (Norin & Rad Remix)

126. Ruben de Ronde x Elevven feat. Lara – Shadow Of Us (Electronic Family 2019 Anthem) (Terry Da Libra Extended Remix)


128. Poshout feat. Ange – Beside (Daniel Kandi’s Upper Class Mix)

129. Roman Messer Feat. Emma Lock – Lights (Morvan Remix)

130. Denis Kenzo & Sarah Russell – Can You Hear Me (Original Mix)

131. Adip Kiyoi & Susie Ledge – Wild Rose (Extended Mix)

132. Poshout feat Ange – Beside (Maa Remix)

133. Temple One feat. Neev Kennedy – Love The Fear (Original Mix)
134. Rene Ablaze Feat. Sarah de Warren – The One (Extended Mix)

135. Tenishia Ft. Adina Butar – Don’t Let Go (Ron Alperin Remix)

136. Steven Vim feat. Dianne – Fight For You (Uplifting Mix)

137. Beat Service & Susana – Reach The Sun (Original Mix)

138. KhoMha feat. Emma Chatt – Other Side Of Me (Extended Mix)

139. George Acosta feat. Fisher – Tearing Me Apart (Original Mix)

140. Scorz Feat. Diana Leah – Come To Life (Original Mix)

141. Ana Criado & Ronski Speed – Afterglow (Will Holland Remix)

142. ROMM & Roxy Charming & Alex Believe – Blind Feelings (Andrew White Remix)

143. LTN feat. Nina Carr – Illusions (Original Mix)

144. Thomas Petersen Pres Zylone – Warrior (Original Mix)

145. Alex M.O.R.P.H. & Cheryl Barnes – Against The Wind (extended)

146. Allure Feat Jes – Show Me The Way (Solarstone Remix)

147. Audrey Gallagher ReOrder – Your Own Way (Original Mix)
148. Xspective Sense & Beat Service – Feel Our Heaven (Xtigma Mix)

149. Adam Ellis & Fenna Day – What Makes Your Heart Beat (Club Mix)

150. Max Graham feat. Neev Kennedy – Sun in the Winter (Alex M.O.R.P.H. remix)

151. Frainbreeze & Lucid Blue – Light My Way (Sunset pres. Symsonic Remix)

152. Armin van Buuren – My Enemy (Rank I Remix) on DI.FM

153. Wright & Davids Feat. Danny Claire – The Meaning (2k17 Rework)

154. AVIRA Feat. Grace Ackerman – Run To You (Extended Mix)

155. Armin van Buuren feat. Winter Kills – Take a Moment (Shogun remix)

156. Liuck & Neev Kennedy – Let This Go (Extended Mix)

157. Max Graham – Still There’s You (Original Mix)

158. The Space Brothers – Legacy (Sam Laxton Remix)

159. Minus One – Hold Me (Extended Mix)

160. Aly & Fila feat. Catherine Crow – It Will Be OK (Arctic Moon remix)

161. Chris Jennings feat. Claire Willis – Tears Will Fall (Ric Scott Remix)
162. The Thrillseekers Feat Fisher – The Last Time (Club Mix)

163. Markus Schulz & Christina Novelli – Not Afraid To Fall (Markus Schulz Extended Escape Mix)

164. First Effect Feat Olivia – Humanity Highway (Cylum, Velden & Christopher V Remix)

165. DT8 Project – Hold Me Till The End (Aly And Fila Mix)


167. Ana Criado & Beat Service – Whispers (original mix)


169. Exostate – Without Warning (PARITY Remix)

170. Denis Sender & Loz Bridge – All I Ever Wanted (Uplifting Remix)

171. Nikhil Prakash – Kos (Original Mix)

172. ReOrder feat. Bo Bruce – We Are The World (Extended Mix)

173. Cathy Burton & Omnia – Hearts Connected (Original Mix)

174. Dennis Sheperd feat. Chloe Langley – Bring You Home (Ronski Speed
175. Assaf & Cassandra Grey – Lost At Sea (Extended Mix)

176. Gareth Emery & Standerwick feat. HALIENE – Saving Light

177. Roger Shah Feat Adrina Thorpe – Island (Antillas Vocal Mix)

178. Cassandra Grey & Gerome – Into the Unknown (Alex Wright Remix)

179. Solis and Sean Truby – Closer To The Earth (Club Mix)

180. Afternova feat. Juliet Lyons – Here With You (Original Mix)


182. Eranga & Cari – Moon Rays (Original Mix)

183. Bobina feat. May-Britt Scheffer – Born Again (Denis Kenzo Remix)

184. Alexander Spark & Lucid Blue – Nothing Like The Sun (Extended Mix)

185. Alex M.O.R.P.H. feat. Woody van Eyden & Tiff Lacey – I See You (Matt Bukovski Remix)

186. Steve Allen & Cathy Burton – My Awakening (Original Mix)

187. Dart Rayne & Yura Moonlight & Sarah Lynn – Silhouette (Allen & Envy
188. M-Box & Ciara Newell – Easy To Love (Original Mix)

189. Will Holland Feat Jeza – Start Again (Original Intro Mix)

190. Alpha Duo Feat Yana Kay – Deep Dive (Original Vocal Mix)

191. BT & Matt Fax feat. Nation Of One

192. Vadim Spark & Cari – Beat Of My Heart (Extended Mix)


194. Cosmic Gate – Be Your Sound (Extend. Mix)

195. Yang feat. Crystal Blakk – Let Me In

196. Ehren Stowers ft Emi Jarvi – Predator (dj feel remix)


198. Vinny Troia featuring Jaidene Veda – Flow (Gareth Emery Mix)

199. Craig Connelly feat. Jessica Lawrence – Stay

200. Gareth Emery feat. Lucy Saunders – Fight the Sunrise (original extended mix)
201. Hans Seo feat. Anna Toth – Sky Dancer (Original Mix)

202. Alex M.O.R.P.H. feat. Sylvia Tosun – An Angel’s Love (vocal mix)

203. Standerwick & HALIENE – Deep End (Club Mix)

204. Tritonal & Brigetta – Born Yesterday (Extended Mix)

205. Max Graham & Susana – Down To Nothing (Original Mix)

206. Costa & Sarah Lynn – The Water’s Edge (Elypsis Extended Mix)

207. Jumpshare: Free File Sharing – Send Large Files, Videos, Photos Online

208. Easy Lace Doily Free Crochet Pattern

209. Aurosonic & Denis Karpinskiy & Kate Louise Smith – They Wait For Us (Original Mix)


211. Attens feat. Martina Kay – If You Find A Way (Playme Remix)

212. Sunlounger & Zara Taylor – Try To Be Love (Thomas Hayes Remix)

213. Solarstone & Marcella Woods – Falling (Peter Steele Mantra Mix)
214. Radion6 & Katty Heath – Beautiful Nothing (Radio Edit)
1. 7th Avenue - Miami Heatwave (Extended Mix) (1979) -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esKR2jWIvdA

2. 8th World Wonder (Hi-Bias Extended Club Mix) -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYn0Q7IQJpE

3. A Taste Of Honey Sukiyaki on American Bandstand (Remastered) -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrmN0By1mAc

4. A'me Lorain - Whole Wide World { Wintage 12" House Remix} -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evF0t1Pz6LI

5. Abba - The Winner Takes It All Extended Version -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HNellt-kDM

6. Age of reason - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0e1MlqpCLM

7. Al Green ~ Love And Happiness 1977 Disco Purrfection Version -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHePctNHSjc

8. Alicia Bridges - I Love The Nightlife [Remix - Remastered in HD] -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbKcAbKNYVM

9. Alison Moyet - Is This Love? 12" L.A. Mix Extended Maxi Version -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnjwlDZfCw

10. Alive With Love (a love letter) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8hMenS1ln0
11. Alphaville - Forever Young - Official Video - https://youtu.be/t1TcDHrkOYg


14. Ashford & Simpson - Bourgie Bourgie (A Larry Levan Extended Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY7eoxnqu1c

15. Azizi - Don't Say That It's Over (Frankie Knuckles Classic Club Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IZYkpPdFkU

16. BANANARAMA - Movin' On (Extended Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqzKmKGKoOM

17. Band of Gold (Almighty 12" Anthem Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOHnQoVsY

18. Barbara Mason - Another Man (Long Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9odNbuVXBDQ


21. Bingoboy’s – How To Dance (Hot Tracks Digital Edit) 1991 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tl6hlyixYrA

22. Bionic Boogie Feat. Luther Vandross - Hot Butterfly 1978 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5G7e6_dK7I

23. Bizarre Inc feat Angie Brown - I’m Gonna Get You (1992) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqFNzRaOEvE

24. Blondie - Heart Of Glass (Official Music Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGU_4-5RaxU

25. BLUE ZONE - JACKIE (EXTENDED DANCE MIX) (1988) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKeyCAV1SRc

26. Bob Sinclar - World Hold On (Extended Club Mix) 2006 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyuYCbrqRMk


28. Bonnie Tyler - Total Eclipse of the Heart (Live 2019) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FDGEqt3oX4

29. Brainstorm - lovin' is really my game - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaVSDj38inl

30. BRIAN KENNEDY - LIFE, LOVE & HAPPINESS (JIMMY GOMEZ REMIX) [HQ] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qq8TtMngRoM

31. Bus Stop ft. Carl Douglas - Kung Fu Fighting -
32. Candi Staton - Young Hearts Run Free (Extended Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri3kU7nZN-g


35. Carrie Lucas - I Gotta Keep Dancin' - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l10GU6KPY3Q

36. Cathy Dennis - Touch Me (All Night Long) (Club Mix video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uw238NE46PY

37. CeCe Peniston - Finally (Official Music Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xk8mm1Qmt-Y


42. Cher - Take Me Home (Casablanca Records 1979) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jM1Uwv_qTNo

43. Cheryl Lynn feat Drake, Pharrell, Timberlake, Bruno, Janet Jackson - Got To Be Real remix -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GlMLRH83Yc

44. Chic - I Want Your Love -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjqPmqXy7nc

45. CHRYSTAL WATERS - 100% PURE LOVE - CLUB MIX -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMOBuXxmhhs

46. Cissy Houston - Think It Over -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czDR51JtnWo

47. CLIMIE FISHER, Fire On The Ocean 12inch mix -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEwl-Sj1TwU

48. Come and get your love -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQFPDL37pkw

49. computer age (push the button) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysyK080diVE

50. CORONA / BABY BABY [New Original Extended Mix] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sISh46j0lvQ

51. Cranes - Shining Road (Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZnSik1HpWw
52. Crystal Waters - Come on Down The Price is Right -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PXN5D6zpm4

53. Crystal Waters - The girl from Ipanema (Frankie Knuckles Remix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZkgF1hphOo

54. Culture Club - Time (Clock Of The Heart) (12'' Vocal Extended Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8y4xNCktY8


56. Cut Glass - Without your love (remix) 1979 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Hds9GkBhzk


58. Dance to the music - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnQSmpH1_HC

59. David Bowie - Let's Dance (Extended) 1983 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B384VL8U9Ck

60. DAVID RUFFIN: "WALK AWAY FROM LOVE" [John Morales M&M Mix] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9qoeO85vml

61. Debbie Gibson - Shake Your Love (Official Music Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jv1YwsblxDw

62. Debbie Jacobs - Don't You Want My Love? (MCA Records 1979) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uROYHGheSOg
63. Debbie Jacobs - High On Your Love - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSKwGJtOs-8


66. Dennis Edwards - Don't Look Any Further 1984 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiCPC-yrHNk

67. Diana King - I Say a Little Prayer (Dance Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mrSrP6mFXE

68. Diana Ross - Someday We'll Be Together (Frankie Knuckles Def Mix Extended) HD - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtTY82Kmm_8

69. Disco Inferno - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pG8TylEAqps

70. Dj Fabricio Texx - Delegation Feat Luther Vandross My Love Remix - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEEix5cQRil

71. Do it til you're satisfied - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39wdXXMECOI

72. Dolly Parton - Peace Train (Direct Hit Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfBRyEZk80A
73. Donna Summer - I Don't Wanna Get Hurt -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64oLyj4oKE4

74. DONNA SUMMER - SALLY GO ROUND THE ROSES -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCH6jiJ8iyM

75. DONNA SUMMER - This Time I Know It's For Real HD--16:9 -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCtDAAPO-j4

76. Donna Summer (m-boy ext mix) Love's About To Change My Heart -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5_rUREG4SY

77. Donna Summer I Feel Love Original 8 minute 12" version 1977 -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2ql6UDD2uQ

78. Double You - please don't go (Club Mix) [1992] -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fiIRB9kbLO

79. Dr Buzzard's Original Savannah Band Cherchez La Femme Remasted -
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L25EDVlgcBY

80. E.G. Daily - Say It Say It (12 inch version) HQsound -
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diFO2k6UG9c

81. Electronic - Getting Away with It [High Quality] -
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrXBoAnXCLE

82. Elisa Fiorillo and John "Jellybean" Benitez - Who Found Who -
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCf0MSyi3Gs

83. Emotions - Best of My Love (Extended Rework TGID & Barry Harris Club Mix
84. Esther Phillips - What a difference a day makes (Disco Version) - https://youtu.be/lMFHmMdHblI

85. Eve Gallagher - Love is a master of disguise (Frankie Knuckles Classic Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9lNHnTOP5M

86. Evelyn "Champagne" King - Shame (1978 HD 720p) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sYPg32rBzo

87. Falco - Der Kommissar - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36dsQWTiwik

88. Feel The Need - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eP7MFR5ZwJ0

89. Feel What You Want (Freejak Extended Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzNvUxr-8AM

90. First Choice - Armed And Extremely Dangerous (Tom Moulton Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTszTB-5QBo

91. First Choice - Doctor Love - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLbExaQxVrA

92. First Choice - Doctor Love (Salsoul Records 1977) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBjrl5o9x_E

93. First Choice - Double Cross (Larry Levan Remix) 1979 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZmuZlZhG9wY
94. First Choice - Let No Man Put Asunder - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfHjoqo7ANU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfHjoqo7ANU)

95. First Choice - Let No Man Put Asunder (Shep Pettibone Mix) (1983) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5E8BmHnVqf4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5E8BmHnVqf4)

96. FONDA RAE - TUCH ME (1986 DISCO) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84sS1W2w7xc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84sS1W2w7xc)

97. Gabrielle - Give Me Me A Little More Time (David Morales Club Mix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HlRy9EDps](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HlRy9EDps)

98. gamemaster - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhEaOFISIzw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhEaOFISIzw)

99. Gary's Gang - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhEaOFISIzw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhEaOFISIzw)

100. George Michael & Mary J.Blige-As remix - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdE1QQASGV8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdE1QQASGV8)

101. Get A Little - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpEVNFnk2cU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpEVNFnk2cU)

102. Give Me Back My Heart (Dusk & Dawn Mix) - Robin Wright [HQ Audio] - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsa5Rewxghl](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsa5Rewxghl)

103. Gloria Gaynor - Let Me Know (I Have A Right) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF4Wiz5f5A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF4Wiz5f5A)

104. Gonna Get Along Without You Now (1984 Celebration Remix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sEQRt1Cp6l](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sEQRt1Cp6l)
105. Gonzales - Haven't Stopped Dancin' 12" (1979) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlKB6C9D2vY

106. Goodmen - Give it up - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyeEGCO_cDk

107. Got to have loving - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jg6RBawK2H8

108. Happy Mondays - Hallelujah [Andrew Weatherall & Paul Oakenfold Remix] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb2wB4FRugs

109. Harmony - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88QVJGANskl

110. Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes Feat. Teddy Pendergrass - Bad Luck
(Dimitri From Paris Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ud73fs_zTLI

111. Haven't stopped dancing yet - gonzalez live on Top of the pops 1979 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSw-03btid8

112. Hazell Dean - Searchin (extended version) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nu8clYfRlalw

113. Heaven Must Have Sent You (12" Disco Version) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnmlcxfjwGg

114. Herb Alpert - Diamonds (1987 Dance mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xn9USyjYnKI

115. HI-GLOSS - You'll never know - 1981 - original 12" mix -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTLnYL7Z6-8

117. I Feel Love (Afrojack Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_yDDq5LYAs

118. I Love Men (Dirty Little Showtunes Parody) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30jDUxVrv8

119. I Love You - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccWfzhYLT4k

120. I Want To Hold Your Hand - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2T4UCMsx0g

121. I'm Gonna Get You (Original Remix Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMFjjRCvfZ8

122. I'm Ready - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DK4LtwtkbcI

123. If you could read my mind - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyh948dQWcY

124. in the forest - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_RFMc6qrY

125. It's Madison Time - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEkLpmvlMuw

126. Jacqui Berné-It's Been So Long (The Fineline Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFQCr7GS5bg

127. James Blunt - 1973 (Ashley Beedle Mix) -
128. Janis Ian - At Seventeen (Live, 1976) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMUz2TNMvL0


130. JENNIFER HOLLIDAY - No Frills Love (Extended Dance Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6BsanhUvRQ

131. Jess Glynne - Hold my hand (Ben LoKo Extended mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moVdoN4fbYA

132. Jimmy Ruffin - Hold On To My Love (Disconet Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-y03ld2s1c

133. Jimmy Somerville - You Make Me Feel (Mighty Real) [William Orbit Remix] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eqCC0FOyZ4

134. Jocelyn Brown Somebody's Elses Guy ( Video ) HQ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmxVWBwula0

135. Jody Watley - If I'm not in love with you (Sal Dano Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsSgbLLeM7o

136. John Farnham - Age of Reason - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmB7N3Rjcnw

137. John Sauli - Sweet Conversation (KEN HIRAYAMA MIX) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrkYMxMHDMo
138. Johnny Hates Jazz - 1987 - Turn Back The Clock - Extended Mix -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nqwxy3BVOQc

139. Johnny Kemp - Just Got Paid (Official Music Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jl1mOASHc48

140. Jomanda - Got A Love For You (Hurleys Club Extended Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL0eIMXbLRw

141. Juliet Roberts - I Want You (Monster Club Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mf-qU-5zET4

142. Just Another Dream (7” US Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmfN-y6pYM0

143. Justin Timberlake - Can't Stop The Feeling! (Soundslicer's Extended Version) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozaD9eZAKik

144. Kon Kan - I Beg Your Pardon (Club MIX VIDEO EDITION VJ ROBSON) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELUCs9eEFZE

145. Kool & The Gang - Get Down On It (Original 12 Extended Version) (Something Special 1981) HQ -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHpt0CNq1CQ

146. Kylie Minogue - Better The Devil You Know (Official Remastered HD Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tto_nmsND_o

147. KYLIE MINOGUE - TURN IT INTO LOVE (EXTENDED) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFzyj9_MLM
148. KYLIE MINOGUE "Step Back In Time" [Original 12" Mix] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEFQa6w9Slk

149. Late Night Grand Hotel (dance remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3u6Vam7EWyK

150. LeAnn Rimes - Can't Fight The Moonlight (Dance Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ariles_RjNs

151. Let Me Wake Up In Your Arms (Frankie Knuckles Classic Song Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6NZPUULvPY

152. Level 42 - Something about you (Shep Pettibone remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSby1Jb5oIY

153. Life Dance - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6DRRcDrg5I

154. Lisa - Jump Shout (Disconet Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUONGO61OMI

155. Listen to Your Heart (Extended Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRJ0zMnLZlQ

156. Living In The Past Club Mix - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvL01Sec8rl

158. Loleatta Holloway - Love Sensation [Tom Moulton Mix] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvQKBbLe8gc

159. LONDONBEAT: "COME BACK" [David Morales Club Mix] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFwrwaaoix0

160. Lonnie Gordon - Gonna Catch You - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNQAHZM2EMI

161. Lonnie Gordon - Happenin' All Over Again (Original 12" Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7Dyj7sNTUk

162. Lost - Because You Loved Me (Lost & Found Mix) 1996 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GspLgATjjEE

163. Love & Happiness (Yemaya Y Ochùn) (feat. India) (12" Club Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsaHgaBteKO

164. Love and Kisses " I've Found Love ( Now That I've Found You ) Album Version -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5tuB5Rx9xc

165. Love Is In The Air - John Paul Young - HQ/HD -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3z8GMeyTXO1

166. Love Unlimited - It May Be Winter Outside (But in My Heart It's Spring) TopPop -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8loP4IA5Wk

167. Love Will Save The Day (Disconet) - Whitney Houston -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeJnhY76YAg

168. Machine - There But for the Grace of God Go I (Original Version) -
169. Madleen Kane - Forbidden Love+Cheri+Secret Love Affair (1979) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d06IEDXqMLA

170. Madonna - Love Won't Wait (1994 Demo) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76EAS_ljy1Y

171. Madonna - Ray Of Light (Official Video) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3ov9USxVxY

172. Madonna - Vogue (Live at the MTV Awards 1990) [Official Video] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTaXtWWR16A

173. Madonna (feat. Jellybean): Sidewalk Talk -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DsQ7Tdl_-o

174. Magic Love (Ashley Beedle's Black Magic Remix Edit) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLRSnLS1ZJk

175. Mama Cass "Make Your Own Kind of Music" (Yum Club Remix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6GenSLMiwE

176. Mama Lied - Phil Gentili - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2MSJYT1ulM

177. MARC ALMOND My hand over my heart - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n6rFvcAzlY

178. Marilyn McCoo & Billy Davis - Shine On Silver Moon (12" 1978) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JXVKkSeBQM
179. Marky Mark Good Vibrations 1991/(HD/HQ) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zjk4CCVxWZM

180. Martha and the Muffins - Echo Beach - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEOkIEkxm7k

181. Mary J. Blige - Be Without You (Moto Blanco Extended Club Mix) ♫♫ FULL AUDIO 2010 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH-0fjWR_dE

182. MAYBE THIS TIME - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAfzEPZhpBo


184. Michael Jackson - You Are Not Alone (Frankie Knuckles Classic Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tczflKwUF1Y


186. Modern Talking - You're My Heart, You're My Soul HQ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3C3VUSWB_s

187. MOTIV8 - Rockin' For Myself - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njhT73o8GKw

188. Ms Sharon Ridley - Changin' (Full Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqGKiPirgdQ

190. Nail It To The Wall - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AanM15FDctk

191. Nancy Martinez "For Tonight" (Extended Dance Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ig44vs4nC9A

192. Natalie Cole - Dangerous (Extended Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8L6ubcXNBk

193. Natalie Cole - Pink Cadillac (Club Vocal) 1988 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bqvD1WNh08

194. Native New Yorker - Odyssey (Extended Disco Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6ifB8dgYbA


196. Nicki French - Total Eclipse of the Heart (Extended Mix - Tony Mendes Remastered) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtN0MBXrYcY

197. No Frills Love - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbOeNvrlTvw

198. No More Drama (Thunderpuss Club Anthem Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUOFEmvA3Hs

199. Noel Silent Morning 12' Club Mix - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rslemyb5jT0
200. Norma Lewis - For all we know (extended version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK8jJLxJNdw

201. Obsession - Suspicious Minds Original 12" Mix - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlMj09EMxE


203. ODYSSEY - NATIVE NEW YORKER (1977) OFFICIAL VIDEO - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCEmPnIJYes

204. Odyssey - Native New Yorker (1977) TopPop - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA7RgCib8kE

205. Odyssey - Native New Yorker (Ashley Beedle Remix Parts 1 & 2) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa41LsTLe0A

206. Olivia! ABC-TV Special with Andy Gibb & ABBA - Ultra Rare TRUE STEREO - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8mQ9nt5WAY

207. OMD - So In Love (DISCONET) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VD-HtLX7Cml

208. One Man (One Mix) - Chanelle - David Morales - Frankie Knuckles - 80s Dance Music - 80s Club Mixes - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cElmt8EOmfQ

209. Open Your Heart (Extended Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4kprHIhRQk
210. PAMALA STANLEY - I Don't Want To Talk About It 1983 OFFICIAL VIDEO by Grant Smith - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wOy8_EYtDs

211. Paradise - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taDO7020QVg

212. Paris Red - Good Friend (Heavy Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bRlCzGbOYA

213. Patrice Rushen - Haven’t You Heard (Larry Levan Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qzojZRuy6l

214. Pepsi & Shirlie - Heartache (Extended Remix 1987) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=230LUht9N8c


216. Pet Shop Boys - Left To My Own Devices [The Disco Mix] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBxLhkhCPfM

217. Pet Shop Boys - What Have I Done To Deserve This (Official Video) [HD REMASTERED] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn9E5i7l-Eg

218. Peter Brown - Crank It Up (Long Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1581xbTrqk

219. Phyllis Hyman - Somewhere in My Lifetime - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZpqBqx9kVU

221. Pointer Sisters - Someday We'll Be Together -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24ev9mpFkbM

222. Poussez! Come On And Do It (Original 12” Version) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPdPoe0YTN4

223. Prefab Sprout - If You Don't Love Me (Extended Mix) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Rwbc214Cvo

224. Princess - After The Love Has Gone - Official Video -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiaBO0HpJq4

225. Q feat Tracy Ackerman - Get Here (extended mix) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md4OaM9IcOg

226. Ralphi Rosario - You Used To Hold Me (Kenny's Mix) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJPwhdS25j4

227. Rene and Angela - I'll Be Good (special 12inch remix) HQsound -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10w-p3NfM_Y

228. Rick Astley - Together Forever (Official Music Video) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPYZpwSpKmA

229. Ride on Time (Massive Mix) -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHS4If-jHCU

230. Risky Changes -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVf1SIrK6bo
231. Roberta Flack – Don't Make Me Wait Too Long (12inch version UK) - HQ vinyl 96k 24bit Audio - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eF_4GKIerQI


233. Romance ft. Jessica Williams - Tie me Down (High Energy) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CREvZZSfEDs

234. Rose Royce Wishing on A Star 1977 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-F6OxYaQCC

235. Samantha Fox - I Wanna Have Some Fun - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kB6b5puSpLw

236. Samantha Fox - Naughty Girls Need Love Too (Edit) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXEN57rFnIM

237. Sarah dash - Sinner man (1978) 12" - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSDDa5undc0

238. Searchin' (I Gotta Find A Man) (BBC Top of the Pops 17/5/84) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QB6hAUyGV6s

239. Seventh Avenue - Miami Heatwave (1979) 12" - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss2x-o9sa3Y

240. Sharon Redd - In The Name Of Love (12" Hot Trax Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6QTZTUCrvU

241. Shawn Christopher - Don't Lose The Magic (David Morales Club Mix) -
242. Sheryl Lee Ralph – In The Evening (Special Extended Dance Mix) (12 Inch) Vinyl 1984 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3kfmlB0t3I


244. Simply Red - Fairground (The Precious Remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Aj2YidWqf4

245. Simply Red - For Your Babies (Official Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv4H0h9uwLc

246. Somebody Else's Guy - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J_5yPxvPcw

247. Sonia - Counting Every Minute (The Don Miguel Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJAQjGX2tlM

248. Sonia - You'll Never Stop Me Loving You (Official HD Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMo4Pfiibhk

249. Sonia Belolo - Life dance (extended version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esZb4Rg7DBA

250. SOUL II SOUL - Back To Life [Club Mix] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgzVyLQezBA

251. Soulsearcher - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hrlz0aom1g
252. Souvenirs - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGOgNVLUZqc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGOgNVLUZqc)

253. Sphinx - What Hope Have I (The Big Mix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-LrHOS__RY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-LrHOS__RY)

254. Stevie Nicks - Edge of Seventeen - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn8-4tjPxD8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn8-4tjPxD8)

255. Stock Aitken Waterman (SAW) 1 (80s Video Megamix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhYFuLtvJU8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhYFuLtvJU8)

256. Stop! (12" Remix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TknJdEhHJMK](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TknJdEhHJMK)

257. Sunrise (Love To Infinity Classic Mix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7YD6MGBuMo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7YD6MGBuMo)

258. SUNSCREEM - 'PRESSURE US' (1993) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh4zKCV1kd0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh4zKCV1kd0)

259. Sybil - When I'm Good And Ready (12" Club Mix) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9HKgAy48A1](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9HKgAy48A1)

260. Sydney Youngblood – If Only I Could (Extended Version) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpd7n75V82E](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpd7n75V82E)

261. Talk Talk - It's My Life (Official Video) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFH5JgyZK1I](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFH5JgyZK1I)

262. Taylor Dayne - Tell IT To My Heart 2020 - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7g-eGDS5a8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7g-eGDS5a8)
263. Tears N'Joy - I Will Always Love You (Extended Version) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2TXMS9EjhM

264. Technique - Can we try again - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMQddVpSBjc

265. The Beatles - All You Need Is Love (Official Music Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJi4iDdxY5M

266. The Break - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHHQKJ1P6HI

267. The Bucketheads The Bomb (These Sounds Fall Into My Mind) (Armand Van Helden Re-Edit) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8iqZMEwDfk

268. The Communards - Never Can Say Goodbye (Official Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hvlv5qrhDUM

269. The Grid - Swamp Thing (Southern Comfort Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mv1JrOPb9I8

270. The Jacksons - Can You Feel It (Disconet Remix) 1980 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI06Ese7zAY

271. The KLF - Justified & Ancient (Official Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP5oHL3zBDg

272. The Lover That You Are (Classic Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yN6YNFbyVFE
273. The Michael Zager Band - Let's All Chant (1978) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmzxG9kdZhM

274. The Midnight Shift - California Dreaming -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2w1IRZFZQA

275. The O'Jays - I Love Music (A Tom Moulton Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P7i9jx3nCQ

276. The Pointer Sisters - Betcha Got A Chick On The Side -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl26xPdY3IM

277. The Promise (Coliseum Club Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1YGyuk_CLg

278. The Promise (Coliseum Club Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1YGyuk_CLg

279. The Pussycat Dolls - Hush Hush (Dave Audé Extended Mix) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne0JV2-Dlsl

280. The Real Thing - You To Me Everything (The Decade Remix 76-86) (Extended Version) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoeykN7vvjk

281. The Supremes - I'm Gonna Let My Heart Do The Walking -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQHo0w3DNCs

282. The Supremes "Up The Ladder To The Roof" on The Ed Sullivan Show -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBu8pUJNRpg

283. THE THREE DEGREES - WHEN WILL I SEE YOU AGAIN - A TOM MOULTON MIX
284. The Trammps - Disco Inferno (Original Long Version - Tony Mendes Video Re Edit) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5lSeYd_riw


286. Time Bandits - I'm Specialized In You (1982) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4God0lc0244

287. Timmy Thomas - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROO8OoDg7_U

288. Tina Turner - When The Heartache Is Over (Metro Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNuSSz3eA-c

289. Tina Turner Disco Inferno 12 inch version - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaKM0LSyweE

290. Touch and Go - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVivvc1T2IY

291. Tryouts For The Human Race - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PX6c_7upnwc

292. Ultramatix - 1990 - Sacrifice - Ultimate Dance Mix - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lz0ksArS8pE


295. VALERIA VIX - VICIOSA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLcdYRXybv8

296. VIOLA WILLS - Stormy Weather - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWBFPN5OqU4

297. Viola Wills - up on the roof extended version by fggk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3U0J1m3dyY

298. Walking Into Sunshine (Original Larry Levan 12" Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEkyuJRgalQ

299. Was That All It Was - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkR5VgHczu4

300. West End feat Sybil - The Love I Lost (Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0--gL-i1yQ

301. West End Featuring Sybil – The Love I Lost (12" Club Mix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcxYxw6NIm8

302. West End Ft. Sybil - The Love I Lost - Official Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PhPiT_URIxO

303. What a Fool Believes - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTcjjXCzlAI

304. Where is my Man - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atZS2PNi0pU

305. Whitney, Luther, Dionne, and Stevie Wonder LIVE - Thats What Friends Are
For - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNHBT7wjqVI

306. WILL DOWNING - A Love Supreme (Extended Vocal Remix) [HQ] - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Drt9CSMW6fM

307. Womack & Womack - Teardrops (Official Video) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8AOAap6_k4

308. Wrong impression (Freeform reform vocal remix) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BROr819gmqY

309. Yazz - The Only Way Is Up (UK Extended Club Mix) HQ Sound - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19aJeYEWKg8

310. You don't know me - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfFEagbKxZU

311. Young and Company - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFqqpnL34GQ


313. Yvonne Elliman - Love Pains (Special DJ Edited Version) 1982 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd9i0-NEDXw
NEWSPAPERS IN THE UNITED STATES THAT ALLOW FREE VIEWING AND / OR DOWNLOADING OF THEIR E-PAPERS

Access to the news is important for everyone for keeping up with current events, but not everyone can afford a subscription to their local newspaper. And let's be real... some of us have local news organizations that aren't that great to subscribe to. Also let's be real again in the fact that some of us seek out news sources from many different papers, and nobody could afford a subscription to them all, unless your name is Elon Musk or Jeff Bezos. Sometimes you can benefit from reading out of state newspapers to stay in the know on what is going on in our nation and around the world. So one of the ways I've found beneficial for keeping up with the news is by utilizing newspaper organizations across the United States that allow viewers to freely download an e-paper version of their newspapers. By downloading these e-papers, you can view them on your computer, or load them up on your tablet to read while traveling. These digital e-papers are also beneficial for keeping up with the news during times when you don't have internet access.

CALIFORNIA - The San Diego Union Tribune - Go to their website (https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/) and click the eNewspaper link at the top. The allow viewing the prior 30 days editions. Just look for the archive link.

MAINE - BANGOR DAILY NEWS - Go to their website (www.bangordailynews.com) and click the menu in the top left section. A slide out menu will appear. Scroll down, and click on "E-edition". From there, you can read today's paper online, or use the DOWNLOAD link found at top right. At top left, you will find older papers, and archived papers which can also be viewed online or downloaded.

MINNESOTA - REPUBLICAN EAGLE - Go to their website
(www.republicaneagle.com) and click the menu at top left. Scroll down and click on e-Editions. You will go to https://www.republicaneagle.com/eedition/ and from there you can see recent editions. Check the menu for more editions and download option.
There are 105 quotes and sayings in this issue.

A person who feels appreciated will always do more than is expected.

A website can make money for you while you are asleep.

Actions always prove why words mean nothing.

Always be a first rate version of yourself, and not a second rate version of someone else. - Judy Garland

Be not afraid of going slowly. Be afraid of only standing still. - Chinese proverb.

Being called "bougie", or "extra" is not an insult to me. I'm allowed to be high maintenance because I'm the one maintaining it.

Bitches love throwing shade. I'll throw the whole tree bitch. I ain't the one.

Do not let the behavior of others destroy your inner peace.

Don't let anyone treat you like free salsa. You are the cheese dip.

Don't tell me you miss me... Come get me.
Either you go after the life you want, or settle for the life you get.

Everyone isn't replaceable. Be careful how you deal with good people.

For you drinkers out there... Always buy a bigger bottle than you think you will need. Better to be safe than sober.

Fuck around and never hear from me again... I'm really like that.

Grow through what you go through.

Guess you gotta be fake for people to care that much. I'd rather be alone.

Healing yourself can be offensive to those that benefited from your brokenness.

I did not make it this far by caring about fake people's feelings. Be real with me, and I will be real with you. - David Thrift

I do silent cut offs. I'm not addressing anything, especially if I sent the message, and you ignored it. One of my greatest abilities is to cut people off if they wrong me. I can treat people close to me like I never knew they existed. I'm weirdly proud of that - David Thrift

I don't care if I have multiple personalities. Don't play with none of us.

I don't have parents that co-sign for houses, cars, pay my bills, or pass down a big inheritance (like they passed down to my brother with all their land, and left nothing for me). I do it all on my own. Understand my grind is personal. - David Thrift
I don't measure me by what someone else thinks.

I gave a fuck once. It was terrible.

I go to work to be my own sugar daddy. - David Thrift

I have reached the up with which I can put.

I know, I know. I stand up for myself. I'm such a bitch.

I make no apologies for how I chose to repair what you broke.

I might be a loner, but some of ya'll are out there hanging out with people who talk shit about you.

I never forget when a person hurt me. I can talk to you all day and night, be nice as hell to you, but what you did to me will forever be in the back of my head simply because my heart is too big. You didn't have to hurt me, but you chose to. Forgiving isn't the issue. Forgetting is.

I noticed real people barely have friends.

I'd rather be progressing lowkey, than in the spotlight losing.

I'm a popular loner. They all know me, but don't REALLY know me.

I'm fine with being alone. I'm bothered when I let people in, and they ruin my peace.
I'm heavy on the "who all over there" because I really don't like being around some people.

I'm literally everyone's side friend. I'm just here when no one else is.

I'm not the bigger person. You better leave me alone.

I'm the friend you can cancel on. I probably wasn't going anyway.

I'm just a flirt, baby we isssss not going nowhere with this. (I'm not really like this... but I can be lol)

If I ask about it, I probably already know about it. So don't lie about it.

If you have found yourself sending messages to point out how they did you wrong, and they ignore you, or act like they aren't at fault for anything, stop sending messages. In fact, close the line of communication. They are not interested in your happiness. They are only interested in their own. At that point, you don't have to open yourself to them, but you do have to set boundaries they can no longer cross. - David Thrift

If you see someone struggling, help them.

If you want to know who your tribe is, speak your truth and see who sticks around. Those are yours.

If your absence doesn't affect them, your presence never mattered. - - - I've read that one many times in my life. On one hand I agree. On the other, I think sometimes people are just content with their own presence. We all go through periods in our life where we can just BE... without the need to BE AROUND
OTHERS. All situations are different, and you're the only one who knows your situations best.

It's amazing how after 50, you really start looking at things AND people a lot different. Why? It's because you don't have any more time to play some fucking games. - David Thrift

It's ok to say "I can't do that because of my religion". It's not ok to say "YOU can't do that because of my religion". It is not your place, nor your business, to attempt dictating someone's life based on your beliefs.

It's OK to talk to yourself... and ok to answer yourself. But sad when you have to repeat what you said because you weren't listing!

It's ridiculously painful how emotionally attached we become to people who show no concern for how we feel. It's actually fucked up.

It's your life. Don't let anyone make you feel guilty for living it your way.

Karma says... Once the heart gets too heavy with pain, people do not cry, they just turn silent. Completely silent.

Life always dangles what you want, then laughs at you. Life can be a bitch sometimes. Also sometimes, it's just you. - David Thrift

May I choke on my spit every time I discuss my business with the wrong person.

May your day go fast, your socks match, and your underwear not ride up your ass.

Me losing respect for you is worse than me being mad at you.
My days of chasing people are over from a long time ago. If you're not making an effort to stay in my life, don't get upset when I start doing things without you.

No worries, no stress, no trouble, no drama. Learn it, live it, love it, and be happy! - David Thrift

Nobody is too busy. It's just a matter of priorities.

Once I say "like I said", I'm about to get real disrespectful in a minute.

One of the greatest tragedies in life is to lose your own sense of self and accept the version of you that is expected by everyone else.

One thing I can not stand is being ignored. If you're busy, say so. If you're not in the mood to talk, say so. If you're done with me, say so. Just communicate.

Other people's perception of you ain't none of your business. - Lisa Nichols.

People be lying, knowing they lying, knowing you know they lying... and still lie.

People begin to become successful the minute they decide to be. - Harvey Mackay

People think they played you. The whole time they played themself out of a good person.

People who go behind your back cannot be trusted or respected, and are not worth the rewards they seek for doing it. They are the type that will butter you
up and then drive a fork in you. They should hold no value to you if you have any value for yourself. - David Thrift

People will come back in your life after they get disappointed by people they thought were better than you.

Please don't get in my car telling me which way I could've went because you could've walked.

Please don't ride with me if you're gonna scream every time we run off the road.

Respect people who wear glasses. They paid money to see you.

Sharing music is one of my love languages. So give me a song so I can peep your soul.

Shout out to the ones that have recognized their toxic traits, and are trying their best to unlearn them.

Sitting in your car outside of your house is self care. I can't explain it, but if you know, you know.

Some of your "friends" are too jealous to like and share your shit on those social networks, and too nosy to unfriend you.

Some parents don't have stable bonds with their adult children because they haven't acknowledged a lot of things they did to them when they were a child that hurt their feelings, and still haunt them. Self-guilt hinders the conversation itself, and they wonder why resentment lingers.

Some people will only like you if you fit inside their box. Don't be afraid to
shove that box up their ass.

Sometimes you gotta fall back and let them lean on the ones they think so highly of.

Sometimes you gotta withhold good news, so it can remain untouched by negativity.

Sometimes you have to keep your good news to yourself. Everybody is not genuinely happy for you.

Sometimes you have to stay busy so you don't have time to feel.

Sometimes you just have to stop being scared and go for it. Either it will work or it won't. That's life.

Sometimes you need the memories of your darkest times to make you remember what not to do again. - David Thrift

The best payback is getting your shit together, and never looking back.

The best revenge is showing them your life got better after they left.

The company you keep can bring you up, or bring you down. Remember that!

The era where you dropped your phone, and your battery flew out was just crazy.

The mind replays what the heart can't delete.
The moment you put a stop to people taking advantage of you, is when they define you as difficult, selfish, or crazy. Manipulators Hate boundaries.

The older I get, the longer I sit in my car... (This is actually true for me. Sometimes I drive home and just sit in my truck because the front door is so far away, and also sometimes it's a form of therapy.)

The real flex is healing yourself without becoming like those who traumatized you.

The truth doesn't give a fuck what your opinion is.

The truth shall set you free, but first it's gonna piss you off.

Trying to date someone who has been single a long time is difficult. They're not going to put up with anyone's shit.

Unexpected money is not about to hit your bank account. Stop sharing that bullshit, and take your ass to work.

Wanna make somebody mad?... accept what they did to you and go be happy. People hate when they can't destroy you.

We don't have to continue holiday traditions that leave us broke, overwhelmed, and tired. - Rachel Jonat

When people say "You've changed", there's a 95% chance that they mean you just stopped acting the way they wanted you to.

When people show me their true colors, you better believe I will judge the art accordingly. - David Thrift
You can't be in a relationship, and still make other people feel like they have a chance with you.

You did what you did, I felt how I felt, and it is what it is.

You don't need religion to have morals. If you can't determine right from wrong, you lack empathy, not religion.

You get what you get, because you did what you did, and it is what it is. Choose your decisions wisely. - David Thrift

You're not selfish for having different life priorities than everyone else.

You're smoking deep fried dick if you think I give a chicken fried fuck about you hoes.

Your beliefs don't make you a better person. Your behavior does.

Your emotions have value. Your emotions might make you look crazy at times, but 9 times out of 10, somebody made you feel that way, and you need to blame them, not yourself. - David Thrift

Your time coming and when it do Show Da Fuck OOOUUUUUUUTTTTTT!
RESOURCES

ALT-CODES - For special symbols. Click to copy, or get the alt-key code. - https://www.alt-codes.net/

BLOGGER - Edit profile (Must be logged into your Google account). - https://www.blogger.com/edit-profile.g

BUBLUP - Recent Updates in Bublup - https://www.bublup.com/support/recent-updates-in-bublup

GET EMOJI - Want to include special emoji's in your tweets on Twitter, or a blog post? Just copy what you need from this website, and paste into your editing, and it instantly appears where you need it. - https://getemoji.com/

GOOGLE DOMAINS HELP - Integrate with blogger. Instructions on how to set up a custom domain on a blogger blog. - https://support.google.com/domains/answer/6069231?hl=en#zippy=%2Ccreate-a-new-blog-for-your-domain

GOOGLE DOMAINS HELP - Integrate your domain. - https://support.google.com/domains/topic/9142939?hl=en&ref_topic=6069240

HOW TO READ EMAIL NEWSLETTERS WITHOUT CLUTTERING YOUR INBOX - Email newsletters are great. Rummaging through all your other messages to find them, not so much. These clever tools make newsletter reading a pleasure. - https://www.fastcompany.com/90595671/apps-that-let-you-read-email-newsletters

TASKADE - Blog -  https://www.taskade.com/blog/

TASKADE - Feedback and suggestions -  https://www.taskade.com/feedback/feature-requests


WORDPRESS - Five For The Future - How five percent is powering the next generation of the web. -  https://wordpress.org/five-for-the-future/


WORDPRESS - Pricing feedback on the wordpress.com forum. -  https://wordpress.com/forums/topic/pricing-feedback/

WORDPRESS - Pricing for wordpress.com site hosting. There are now as of Thursday, March 31st, 2022, two plans which are Free, and Pro. The following link will give you details of what's included in these plans. -  https://wordpress.com/pricing/

WORDPRESS - The wordpress.com blog. -  https://wordpress.com/blog
SERVICES TO LOOK INTO (this list is primarily for myself)

**Onepage** - A new tool that helps you build and maintain Websites, Landing-pages, Mobile Linktrees, and Quizzes remarkably fast, all with one tool. It’s built for Agencies & Businesses - [https://onepage.io/](https://onepage.io/)
SEARCH YOUTUBE

JACK MIX 88 - https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=jack+mix+88
2022-05-01-SUN - The May Pamphlet - is a collection of six anarchist essays written and published by Paul Goodman in 1945. He discusses the problems of living in a society that represses individual instinct through coercion. Goodman suggests for individuals to resist such conditions by reclaiming their natural instincts and initiative, and by "drawing the line", an ideological delineation beyond which an individual should refuse to conform or cooperate with social convention. Themes from The May Pamphlet—decentralization, peace, social psychology, and youth liberation—would recur throughout Goodman's works. Originally published piecemeal in small, New York anarchist journals (examples pictured) during and after World War II, the essays were not well known before Goodman's 1960 book Growing Up Absurd led a resurgence of interest in his oeuvre. The May Pamphlet was Goodman's main contribution to anarchist theory and a primary influence on Colin Ward, who later dedicated Anarchy in Action to Goodman's memory. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_May_Pamphlet

2022-05-02-MON - The 2021 World Snooker Championship - was a professional snooker tournament that took place from 17 April to 3 May at the Crucible Theatre in Sheffield, England. It was the 45th consecutive year the World Snooker Championship was held at the Crucible Theatre and was the 15th and final ranking event of the 2020–21 snooker season. It was organised by the World Snooker Tour, a subsidiary of the World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association. The event was sponsored by sports betting company Betfred and broadcast by the BBC, Eurosport and Matchroom Sport. There were 128 participants in the qualifying rounds, consisting of a mix of professional and invited amateur players. The main stage of the tournament featured 32 players: the top 16 players from the snooker world rankings and an additional 16 players from the qualifying rounds. It featured a total prize fund of £2,395,000 of which the winner received £500,000. It was won by Mark Selby, who defeated Shaun Murphy 18–15 in the final. -
2022-05-03-TUE - Lorde - (born 1996) is a New Zealand singer-songwriter known for employing unconventional musical styles and introspective songwriting. She signed with Universal Music Group (UMG) in 2009 and collaborated with producer Joel Little in 2011 to record material. The pair's first collaborative effort, an extended play titled The Love Club, was released by UMG in 2013, and its international chart-topping single "Royals" helped Lorde rise to prominence. Her debut studio album Pure Heroine followed that year and achieved critical and commercial success. The following year, she curated the soundtrack for the 2014 film The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 1 and recorded several tracks, including the single "Yellow Flicker Beat". Her second studio album Melodrama (2017) garnered widespread acclaim and reached number one on the US Billboard 200. Lorde's music is primarily electropop and contains elements of subgenres such as dream pop and indie-electro. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorde

2022-05-04-WED - The Empire Strikes Back - is a 1980 American epic space opera film in the Star Wars series, directed by Irvin Kershner with a screenplay by Leigh Brackett and Lawrence Kasdan, and based on a story by George Lucas. Featuring an ensemble cast, the film recounts the battle between the malevolent Galactic Empire led by the Emperor, and the Rebel Alliance led by Princess Leia. Luke Skywalker trains to master the Force so he can confront the powerful Sith lord, Darth Vader. The Empire Strikes Back faced production difficulties, including actor injuries, illnesses, fires, and financing issues, as costs rose to $30.5 million from an initial budget of $8 million. This highly anticipated sequel became the highest-grossing film of 1980. Its reception was mixed because of the darker and more mature tone, but it has been reassessed as the best film in the series, and has been listed among the greatest films of all time. It has had a significant impact on filmmaking and popular culture. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Empire_Strikes_Back

2022-05-05-THU - G-8 and His Battle Aces - was an American air-war pulp magazine published by Popular Publications from 1930 to 1944. Originally titled Battle Aces, it was retitled by Popular in 1933 after its hero, G-8, a top
pilot and a spy, due to the success of Street & Smith's The Shadow, a magazine featuring a single character. Robert J. Hogan wrote the lead novels for all the G-8 stories, set in World War I, featuring the Germans threatening the Allies with extraordinary or fantastic schemes, such as giant bats, zombies, and Martians. Hogan and others wrote the short stories that filled the rest of each issue. The covers by Frederick Blakeslee are notable for their fidelity to planes flown in World War I. Originally a monthly, it began releasing an issue every two months shortly before World War II and ceased publication in 1944. Pulp historian Lee Server suggests that Hogan's talent as a writer kept the pulp alive, since by the last issue, in June 1944, the aircraft it featured had long been obsolete. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-8_and_His_Battle_Aces

2022-05-06-FRI - Banksia integrifolia - is a species of tree that grows in Australia between Victoria and Central Queensland. One of the most widely distributed Banksia species, it has a broad range of habitats, from coastal dunes to mountains. It is highly variable in form, but most often encountered as a tree up to 25 metres (82 ft) in height. Its leaves have dark green upper surfaces and white undersides. It is one of the four Banksia species collected by Sir Joseph Banks in early 1770, and one of the four species published in 1782 as Carolus Linnaeus the Younger's original description of the genus. A hardy and versatile garden plant, B. integrifolia is widely planted in Australian gardens. It is a popular choice for parks and streetscapes, and has been used for bush revegetation and stabilisation of dunes. Its hardiness has prompted research into its suitability for use as a rootstock in the cut flower trade, but has also caused concerns about its potential to become a weed outside its natural habitat. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banksia_integrifolia

2022-05-07-SAT - Daisy Pearce - (born 1988) is an Australian rules footballer playing for the Melbourne Football Club in the AFL Women's (AFLW) competition. Often regarded as the face of women's Australian rules football, Pearce has served as Melbourne captain starting with the AFLW's inaugural season in 2017. Pearce began her playing career in 2005 in the Victoria state league with the Darebin Falcons, captaining the club from 2008 to 2016. She represented Victoria at both under-19 and senior levels, and was recruited by Melbourne in 2013 for the first women's exhibition game. Pearce is a three-time AFL Women's All-Australian, having been named captain in the 2017 team
and vice-captain in the 2018 team. She is a three-time Melbourne best and fairest winner and a four-time AFLW's best captain, having won the latter in four of her five completed AFLW seasons. Pearce is an established media personality on both television and radio. She is an expert commentator for the Seven Network and 1116 SEN's AFL coverage. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daisy_Pearce

2022-05-08-SUN - Interstate 196 (I-196) - is an auxiliary interstate highway that runs for 80.6 miles (129.7 km) in the US state of Michigan. It is a state trunkline highway that links Benton Harbor, South Haven, Holland, and Grand Rapids. I-196 is known as the Gerald R. Ford Freeway in Kent, Ottawa, and Allegan counties, after the 38th president of the United States, who was raised in Grand Rapids and served Michigan in the House of Representatives. There are two business loops (BL I-196) and one business spur (BS I-196) that serve the South Haven, Holland, and Grand Rapids areas. The current I-196 is the second in the state to bear the number. The Benton Harbor–Grand Rapids freeway was designated I-96 in the 1950s while another interstate, between Muskegon and Grand Rapids, was numbered I-196. That I-196 was built in the late 1950s and completed in the early 1960s. Michigan officials requested a change in 1963, which switched the two numbers. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstate_196

2022-05-09-MON - The double florin, - or four-shilling piece, was produced by the Royal Mint between 1887 and 1890, and was one of the shortest-lived of all denominations of British coinage. Its obverse, designed by Joseph Boehm and engraved by Leonard Charles Wyon, depicts Queen Victoria, whilst the reverse (pictured), featuring national symbols of the United Kingdom, was designed by Wyon based on the coinage of Charles II. When issued in June 1887, the Jubilee coinage, of which the double florin was a part, provoked an outcry. The small royal crown Boehm had depicted on Victoria's head provoked widespread mockery. The double florin was criticized as it was similar in size to the crown, worth five shillings, which led to confusion. The issue was said to be particularly acute in public houses, where barmaids accepted it believing it to be a crown, giving it the nickname "Barmaid's Ruin". The coin was no longer minted after 1890, though it remained in circulation for many years, and is still legal tender for 20 pence (£0.20). - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double_florin
2022-05-10-TUE - Abu Mansur Nizar ibn al-Mustansir - (1045–1095) was a Fatimid prince and the eldest son of al-Mustansir, an Isma'ili imam and the eighth Fatimid caliph. When al-Mustansir died in December 1094, the powerful vizier, al-Afdal Shahanshah, raised Nizar's younger brother al-Musta'li to the throne in Cairo, bypassing the claims of Nizar and other older sons of al-Mustansir. Nizar escaped, rebelled and seized Alexandria, where he reigned as caliph with the regnal name al-Mustafa li-Din Allah. In late 1095, he was defeated, taken prisoner and executed by immurement. During the 12th century, some of Nizar's actual or claimed descendants tried, without success, to seize the throne from the Fatimid caliphs. Many Isma'ilis, especially in Persia, rejected al-Musta'li and considered Nizar to have been the rightful imam. As a result, they split off from the Fatimid regime and founded the Nizari branch of Isma'ilism, with their own line of imams who claimed descent from Nizar. This line continues to this day in the person of the Aga Khan. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nizar_ibn_al-Mustansir

2022-05-11-WED - The queen angelfish (Holacanthus ciliaris) - is a species of marine angelfish found in the western Atlantic Ocean. It is a warm-water species that lives near the ocean floor in coral reefs. It is blue and yellow and has a distinctive spot or "crown" on its forehead. This crown distinguishes it from the similar, closely related, Bermuda blue angelfish, with which it overlaps in range and can interbreed. Adult queen angelfish primarily eat sponges. They form harems of one male and up to four females. They live within a territory where the females forage separately and are tended to by the male. Breeding occurs near a full moon. The transparent eggs are pelagic and float in the water, hatching after 15 to 20 hours. Juveniles have different coloration than adults and act as cleaner fish. The queen angelfish is popular in the aquarium trade. In 2010, the fish was assessed as a least-concern species by the International Union for Conservation of Nature. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_angelfish

2022-05-12-THU - The dispute between Darnhall and Vale Royal Abbey - arose in the early fourteenth century. Tensions in Cheshire between villagers from Darnhall and Over and their feudal lord, Abbot Peter of Vale Royal Abbey,
erupted into violence over whether they had villein—servile—status. The villages' efforts to reject the Abbey's feudal overlordship included appeals to the Abbot, the Justice of Chester and even to the King and Queen. On each occasion the villagers were unsuccessful, frequently suffering imprisonment and fines when their appeals failed. On one occasion the villagers of Darnhall and Over followed Peter to Rutland; an affray broke out, the Abbot's groom was killed and Peter and his entourage were captured. The King intervened and released him; the Abbot then had the villagers imprisoned again. Abbot Peter was killed a few years later. Nothing is known of any resolution to the dispute, but serfdom was in decline nationally and Peter's successor may have had other priorities. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispute_between_Darnhall_and_Vale_Royal_Abbey

2022-05-13-FRI - "I'm Goin' Down" - is a rock song written and performed by American singer Bruce Springsteen (pictured). The song was recorded with the E Street Band on May 12–13, 1982, and was released on August 27, 1985, by Columbia Records as the sixth single from his 1984 album Born in the U.S.A. Although Springsteen had changing ideas about the songs to put on the album, "I'm Goin' Down" was ultimately selected for inclusion. The recording is based on an energetic band performance that gives prominence to a heavy drum sound. The lyrics focus on sexual frustration in a deteriorating relationship. The single reached number 9 in the United States and the top 30 in Sweden, Canada, and Italy. On the album's release, the song was praised by critics for the band's musicianship and Springsteen's vocals and lyrics. Later it received favorable rankings in retrospectives of Springsteen's career, among which was an NME list calling it his fourth-best song. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%27m_Goin%27_Down

2022-05-14-SAT - The 1987 FA Cup Final - was an association football match between Coventry City and Tottenham Hotspur on 16 May 1987 at Wembley Stadium in London to determine the winner of the 1986–87 FA Cup. It was the third final for Tottenham Hotspur in seven years and Coventry's first domestic cup final. Both clubs recorded songs to commemorate reaching the final. With the game tied 2–2 at full time, the match went into extra time. The only goal of extra time was scored in its first period when a cross from Lloyd McGrath
looped off Gary Mabbutt's left knee for an own goal, making the final score 3–2 to Coventry. The match is regarded by many as one of the greatest finals in the history of the competition, with BBC TV commentator John Motson calling it "the finest Cup Final I've had the pleasure of commentating on". The 1987 FA Cup remains Coventry's only major tournament victory. One of Coventry's fanzines is entitled Gary Mabbutt's Knee in commemoration of the deciding goal. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1987_FA_Cup_Final

2022-05-15-SUN - Sjafruddin Prawiranegara (1911–1989) - was an Indonesian statesman and economist. He became active in politics after an education in law, and joined the Indonesian nationalist movement during the Japanese occupation of 1942–1945. He was appointed finance minister in the republican government during the Indonesian National Revolution of 1945–1949. In December 1948, the Indonesian revolutionary leaders were captured and Sjafruddin served as head of government for seven months. After Indonesia's independence he first served as deputy prime minister, then again as finance minister until 1951. A pragmatic policymaker, he espoused religious socialism based on a liberal interpretation of Islam; he was a staunch opponent of communism. Sjafruddin's opposition to the government's system of Guided Democracy resulted in his leading three years of guerrilla warfare, which ended with his surrender in 1961. Imprisoned until 1966, he became a vocal critic of the Indonesian government until his death in 1989. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sjafruddin_Prawiranegara

2022-05-16-MON - The Saline Valley salt tram - is located in Inyo County, California. The electric aerial tramway was constructed from 1911 to 1913 to carry salt from the Saline Valley, over the Inyo Mountains, and into the Owens Valley. Covering a distance of 13.4 miles (21.6 km), it operated sporadically from 1913 to 1935 for four different companies. The tram was built for the Saline Valley Salt Company (SVSC) by the Trenton Iron Company, but the costs of its construction and operation were ruinously expensive for the SVSC. The salt mining operation and tram were leased in 1915 to the Owens Valley Salt Company until the latter went bankrupt in 1918. In 1920, the tram was taken over by the Trenton Iron Company, which sold it to the Sierra Salt Company in 1928. The Sierra Salt Company put it back into service until the company went bankrupt in 1935. During its operation, it was the steepest tram in the United
2022-05-17-TUE - **Colossal Cave Adventure** - is a 1976 text-based adventure game by Will Crowther, based on his own spelunking experience, and expanded in 1977 by Don Woods. In it, the player explores a vast cave system rumored to be filled with treasure and gold, by typing one- or two-word commands. These are interpreted by the game's natural language input system. The program acts as a narrator, describing the player's location and the results of the player's attempted actions. It is the first well-known example of interactive fiction, as well as the first well-known adventure game, for which it was also the namesake. The version by Woods expanded the game in size and increased the amount of fantasy elements present in it, such as a dragon and magic spells. Both versions were spread around the nascent ARPANET, the precursor to the Internet, and were very popular in the computer community. Noted as one of the most influential video games, it was in 2019 inducted into the World Video Game Hall of Fame. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossal_Cave_Adventure](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossal_Cave_Adventure)

2022-05-18-WED - **The Pyramid of Sahure** - is a pyramid complex built in the late-26th to 25th century BC for the Egyptian pharaoh Sahure of the Fifth Dynasty. The main pyramid was built from roughly hewn limestone blocks bound with mud mortar and encased with fine white Tura limestone. Stone fragments believed to belong to the king's basalt sarcophagus are the only remains of the burial that have been found. A mortuary temple is adjacent to the pyramid's east face and to the south is a cult pyramid, constructed similarly to the main pyramid but on a reduced scale. The layout of the complex was adopted by succeeding kings of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, marking a milestone in pyramid complex construction. Sahure's mortuary temple became the object of a cult of Sekhmet around the Eighteenth Dynasty. The cult was active through to the Ptolemaic Kingdom. The temple also became the site of a Coptic shrine. The site was first thoroughly excavated by Ludwig Borchardt between March 1907 and 1908. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_of_Sahure](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_of_Sahure)

2022-05-19-THU - Eduard Fraenkel (1888–1970) - was a German classical
scholar who served as Corpus Christi Professor of Latin at the University of Oxford from 1935 until 1953. Born to a family of assimilated Jews in the German Empire, he studied classics at the Universities of Berlin and Göttingen. He established his academic reputation in 1922 with the publication of a monograph on Plautus, a Roman comedian. In 1934, antisemitic legislation introduced by the Nazi Party forced him to seek refuge in England. He published a three-volume commentary in 1950 on Agamemnon by the Greek playwright Aeschylus (pictured), and a monograph in 1957 on the Roman poet Horace. Biographers place particular emphasis on the impact of his teaching at Oxford, where he led a weekly classical seminar that influenced the intellectual development of many undergraduates. The Hellenist Hugh Lloyd-Jones described Fraenkel as "one of the most learned classical scholars of his time". - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduard_Fraenkel

2022-05-20-FRI - The Battle of Heraklion - was fought during World War II on the island of Crete between 20 and 29 May 1941. British, Australian and Greek forces defended the port and the airfield of Heraklion against a German paratrooper attack. The German assault was launched without direct air support, and drops occurred over several hours rather than simultaneously. German units dropping near Heraklion (pictured) suffered very high casualties; those dropping further away were severely hampered by Cretan partisans. The German attack failed. When it was renewed the next day it failed again. The fighting then settled into a stalemate. A convoy of German seaborne reinforcements was intercepted by a British naval squadron and scattered. The Germans refocused on the battle for Maleme airfield, which they won, causing the Allies to evacuate. Commonwealth troops were taken off Crete by Allied warships on the night of 28/29 May; at sea, two Allied destroyers were sunk and two cruisers badly damaged, causing many casualties. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Heraklion

2022-05-21-SAT - Cirrus clouds - are atmospheric clouds characterized by thin, wispy strands, often bunched into tufts. They range in color from white to faint gray and form when water vapor undergoes deposition at altitudes above 5,000 m (16,500 ft) in temperate regions and above 6,000 m (20,000 ft) in tropical regions. They also form from the outflow of tropical cyclones or the anvils of cumulonimbus clouds. Since these cirrus clouds arrive in advance of the frontal
system or tropical cyclone, they indicate that the weather conditions may soon deteriorate. While they can indicate the arrival of precipitation, cirrus clouds themselves produce only fall streaks (falling ice crystals that evaporate before landing on the ground). Jet streams can stretch cirrus clouds across continents, but the clouds will remain only a few kilometers deep. When visible light interacts with the ice crystals in cirrus clouds, it can produce glories, sun dogs, and fire rainbows. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cirrus_cloud](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cirrus_cloud)

2022-05-22-SUN - **The geology of the Lassen volcanic area** - in the U.S. presents a record of sedimentation and volcanic activity in and around Lassen Volcanic National Park in Northern California. Heat from the subduction of tectonic plates has fed scores of volcanoes over at least the past 30 million years, including those in the Lassen volcanic area. Lava flowed over a lahar-based formation to create the lava plateau that the park sits on. About 600,000 years ago, Mount Tehama started to rise in the park's southwest corner. Roughly 27,000 years ago, a lava dome pushed through Tehama's former flank, becoming Lassen Peak. Phreatic (steam-blast) eruptions, lava flows, and cinder cone formations have persisted into modern times, particularly the formation of Cinder Cone and the 1914 to 1921 eruptions of Lassen Peak (eruption pictured). Since the latter eruptions, the only volcanic activity has been from mud pots and fumaroles. Renewed vigorous volcanic activity could threaten life and property in the area. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology_of_the_Lassen_volcanic_area](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology_of_the_Lassen_volcanic_area)

2022-05-23-MON - **Turtles** - are reptiles characterized by a shell developed mainly from their ribs. The shell consists of two parts: the domed carapace on the back, and the flatter plastron on the belly. There are 360 living and recently extinct turtle species, including land-dwelling tortoises and freshwater terrapins. They are found on most continents, some islands and, in the case of sea turtles, much of the ocean. Their closest living relatives are crocodilians and birds. Turtles are ectotherms or "cold-blooded", meaning that their internal temperature varies with their direct environment. They are generally opportunistic omnivores and mainly feed with limited movements. Turtles lay their eggs on land; sea turtles migrate long distances to lay their eggs on a favored beach. Turtles have appeared in myths and folktales. Some species are widely kept as pets. Turtles have been hunted for their meat and shells, and for
use in traditional medicine. Many species are threatened due to habitat destruction. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turtle

2022-05-24-TUE - Edmund I (920/921–946) - was King of the English from 939 until his death. He was a son of King Edward the Elder and his third wife Eadgifu, and a grandson of Alfred the Great. Edmund's predecessor and half-brother Æthelstan had become the first king of all England when he conquered Viking-ruled York in 927, but on his death Anlaf Guthfrithson seized control of York and north-east Mercia. Edmund recovered control over all England in 944. He continued his brother's friendly relations with Continental rulers; some were married to his half-sisters. Key advisers include his mother and Ealdorman Æthelstan of East Anglia, known as the Half-King because he was so powerful. Edmund actively legislated. Three of his codes survive; they regulated feuds and emphasised the sanctity of the royal person. Edmund supported the religious English Benedictine Reform in its early stages. After a deranged thief killed him in a brawl he was succeeded by his younger brother Eadred (d. 955) and two sons in succession. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_I

2022-05-25-WED - The Clonmacnoise Crozier - is a late-11th-century Insular crozier that would have been used as a ceremonial staff for bishops and high-status abbots. Discovered before 1821 in the monastery of Clonmacnoise in County Offaly, Ireland, it consists of a shaft and curved crook, decorated with elements of Viking art. It may have been associated with Saint Ciarán of Clonmacnoise (died c. 549), and was perhaps commissioned by Tigernach Ua Bráín (died 1088), Abbot of Clonmacnoise, but little is known of its origin or rediscovery. Largely intact, it is one of the best preserved pieces of Insular metalwork. The antiquarian and collector Henry Charles Sirr, Lord Mayor of Dublin, held it until the Royal Irish Academy acquired his collection on his death in 1844. It was transferred to the archaeology branch of the National Museum of Ireland on Kildare Street on the branch's foundation in 1890. The archaeologist and art historian Griffin Murray has described it as "one of [the] finest examples of early medieval metalwork from Ireland". - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clonmacnoise_Crozier

2022-05-26-THU - The Seagram Building - is a 38-story skyscraper at 375 Park
Avenue, located between 52nd and 53rd Streets in the neighborhood of Midtown Manhattan in New York City. It was the headquarters of the Seagram Company, a Canadian distiller, until 2001. It was designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Philip Johnson, Ely Jacques Kahn, and Robert Allan Jacobs in the International Style, and completed in 1958. Measuring 515 feet (157 m) tall, it has a glass curtain wall exterior with vertical mullions of bronze and horizontal spandrels made of Muntz metal. A pink granite plaza with two fountains faces Park Avenue; its construction helped influence a zoning ordinance that allowed developers to construct additional floor area in exchange for including plazas outside their buildings. Since 2000, Aby Rosen's RFR Holding has owned the Seagram Building. Elements of it were designated official city landmarks in 1989; the building was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 2006. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seagram_Building

2022-05-27-FRI - The Battle of Vrbanja Bridge - occurred on 27 May 1995 between United Nations peacekeepers from the French Army and elements of the Bosnian Serb–aligned Army of Republika Srpska (VRS). It began after the VRS seized French-manned observation posts of the United Nations Protection Force at both ends of the Vrbanja Bridge in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, during the Bosnian War, taking twelve French peacekeepers hostage. Two of them remained held at the bridge as human shields. A platoon of 30 French peacekeepers, led by then-Captain François Lecointre, recaptured the bridge with the support of 70 French infantrymen and direct fire from armoured vehicles. Two French soldiers were killed and seventeen were wounded during the battle. VRS casualties were four killed, several wounded and four captured. VRS forces were subsequently less likely to engage French UN peacekeepers deployed in the city. In 2017, Lecointre was appointed Chief of the Defence Staff of France with the rank of army general. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Vrbanja_Bridge

2022-05-28-SAT - Pan Am Flight 7 - was a westbound round-the-world flight operated by Pan American World Airways that crashed in the Pacific Ocean on November 8, 1957, while flying from San Francisco International Airport to Honolulu International Airport. The crash of the Boeing 377 Stratocruiser 10-29 (example pictured) killed all thirty-six passengers and eight crew members. The flight's fate was not known until about nine hours after its last radio
transmission. No emergency radio reports were received. The United States Coast Guard launched an extensive week-long search for the plane and survivors. The bodies of 19 of the victims and pieces of the aircraft were eventually recovered about 900 nautical miles (1,000 mi; 1,700 km) northeast of Honolulu. Although theories about the cause of the crash included sabotage, poor maintenance, and fire, the final report from the Civil Aeronautics Board, who conducted the official investigation, concluded that the board did not have enough evidence to determine the cause of the accident. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pan_Am_Flight_7

2022-05-29-SUN - Everywhere at the End of Time - is the eleventh recording by the Caretaker, an alias of English electronic musician Leyland Kirby (pictured). Released between 2016 and 2019, its six studio albums use gradually degrading sampled loops of ballroom music to portray the progression of Alzheimer's disease. The albums were inspired by the success of Kirby's An Empty Bliss Beyond This World (2011); they reflect the patient's disorder and death, their feelings, and the phenomenon of terminal lucidity. At first, concerned that the series would seem pretentious, Kirby thought of not creating Everywhere at all; he spent more time producing it than any of his other releases. He used abstract paintings by his friend Ivan Seal as album covers and made music videos with anonymous visual artist Weirdcore. The series received increasing acclaim as it progressed, and is considered one of the best music releases of the 2010s. It was later popularised on TikTok and became an Internet meme. -

2022-05-30-MON - The Papuan mountain pigeon (Gymnophaps albertisii) - is a species of bird in the pigeon family Columbidae. It inhabits forests and lowlands on New Guinea, the Bacan Islands, the D'Entrecasteaux Islands, and the Bismarck Archipelago. It is a medium-sized pigeon, 33–36 cm (13–14 in) long and weighing 259 g (9.1 oz). Adult males have slate-grey upperparts, chestnut-maroon throats and bellies, whitish breasts, and a pale grey tail band. The lores and eye rings are bright red. Females are similar, but have greyish breasts and edges to the throat feathers. This pigeon feeds on figs and drupes. In the Schrader Range it breeds from October to March, but elsewhere may breed throughout the year. It builds a nest of sticks in a tree or in short dry
grass, and lays a single egg. The species is very social and is usually seen in flocks of 10–40 birds, sometimes more. It is listed as a least-concern species on the IUCN Red List due to its large range and lack of significant population decline. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papuan_mountain_pigeon](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papuan_mountain_pigeon)

**2022-05-31-TUE - Levantine Arabic** - is a mutually intelligible group of vernacular Arabic varieties spoken in the Levant, in Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Israel, and Turkey. With more than 44 million speakers, Levantine is, alongside Egyptian, one of the two prestige varieties of spoken Arabic most widely understood in the Arab world. It is the closest vernacular Arabic variety to the official Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), with half of all words being common. Nevertheless, Levantine and MSA are not mutually intelligible. Levantine speakers often call their language al-‘āmmiyya ('slang' or 'colloquial Arabic') and until recently it was rarely written. However, with the emergence of social media, the amount of written Levantine has significantly increased online where Levantine is written using Arabic, Latin, or Hebrew characters. Levantine pronunciation varies greatly along social, ethnic, and geographical lines. Its grammar and lexicon are overwhelmingly Arabic, with a significant Aramaic influence. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levantine_Arabic](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levantine_Arabic)
2022-04-01-FRI - COROPUNA - Coropuna is a dormant volcano with several perennially snowbound conical summits in the Andes mountains of southern Peru. The highest peak of the compound volcano reaches an altitude of 6,377 metres (20,922 feet) above sea level, making the Coropuna complex the third-highest in Peru. Its thick ice cap is the most extensive in Earth's tropical zone, with several outlet glaciers stretching out to lower altitudes. Below an elevation of 5,000 metres (16,000 feet), the vegetation belts include trees, peat bogs and grasses, as well as agricultural areas and pastures. The Coropuna complex consists of several stratovolcanos composed chiefly of ignimbrites and lava flows, on a basement formed by similar material from the Middle Miocene. The complex has been active for at least five million years. Current activity occurs exclusively in the form of hot springs. The Inca archaeological site of Mawk'allaqta is on the volcano's slopes. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coropuna](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coropuna)

2022-04-02-SAT - NORTHERN ROSELLA - The northern rosella (Platycercus venustus) is a species of parrot native to northern Australia, ranging from the Gulf of Carpentaria and Arnhem Land to the Kimberley. It was described by Heinrich Kuhl in 1820, and two subspecies are recognised. The species is unusually coloured for a rosella, with a dark head and neck with pale cheeks—predominantly white in the nominate subspecies from the Northern Territory and blue in the Western Australian subspecies. The northern rosella's mantle and scapulars are black with fine yellow scallops, while its back, rump and underparts are pale yellow with fine black scallops. The long tail is blue-green and the wings are black and blue-violet. Found in woodland and open savannah country, the northern rosella consumes seeds, particularly of grasses and eucalypts, as well as flowers and berries, but it may also eat insects. Nesting takes place in tree hollows. Although uncommon, the species is not threatened. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_rosella](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_rosella)
The 2009 Women's Cricket World Cup Final was a Women's One Day International cricket match between England (pictured) and New Zealand, played on 22 March at the North Sydney Oval in Australia. It was the second time that the two teams had met at this stage of a World Cup – England had won their previous final contest in 1993. This game was the culmination of the 2009 Women's Cricket World Cup, the ninth edition of the tournament. England, who were considered the favourites, built an opening partnership of 74 runs and continued to score steadily. Despite regularly losing wickets, they won by four wickets with 23 balls to spare. This World Cup title was their first in 16 years, their third overall, and their first outside England. Nicky Shaw, a bowler who replaced the injured Jenny Gunn in England's starting lineup minutes before the game started, took a career-best four wickets for 34 runs and was named the player of the match. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_Women%27s_Cricket_World_Cup_Final

Martin Rundkvist (born 4 April 1972) is a Swedish archaeologist who focuses on the Bronze, Iron, and Middle Ages of Scandinavia. He has excavated various sites in Sweden. In a 2011 book, he identified nine possible regional power centres in Östergötland, and attempted to determine where the "Beowulfian mead halls" of the day once stood. Years later at one of these sites, Aska, he uncovered the foundations of a large mead hall, and 22 ornate gold figures that may have represented gods or royals. Rundkvist has also catalogued the finds from Barshalder, the largest prehistoric cemetery on Sweden's Gotland island; excavated the boat grave of a Viking; and analysed both the placement of deposited artefacts in the landscape and the lifestyles of élite Scandinavians during the Middle Ages. Rundkvist authors the blog Aardvarchaeology, which the James Randi Educational Foundation termed "the most-read archaeology blog on the Internet". He is an associate professor at the University of Łódź in Poland. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Rundkvist

Powder House Island (also known as Dynamite Island) - is an artificial island on the lower Detroit River in southeast Michigan, directly adjacent to the Canada–United States border. It was constructed in the late 1880s by the Dunbar & Sullivan Company to manufacture and store explosives during their dredging of the Livingstone Channel, in a successful attempt to
circumvent an 1880 court order forbidding the company from storing explosives on nearby Fox Island. In 1906, twenty short tons (18,000 kg) of the island's dynamite exploded after two men "had been shooting with a revolver" near it. The explosion was clearly audible from 85 mi (137 km) away. By the 1980s, it was completely unused; by 2015, the island was owned by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, managed by its Wildlife Division as part of the Pointe Mouillee State Game Area, and accessible to the public for hunting and camping. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Powder_House_Island

2022-04-06-WED - TREATY OF GUINES - The Treaty of Guînes was a draft agreement to end the Hundred Years' War, negotiated between England and France from 1353 to 1354. War had broken out in 1337 and was aggravated when the English king claimed the French throne. After a French defeat at the Battle of Crécy a truce was agreed in 1347, although it was not fully observed. In 1352 full-scale fighting broke out again, which went badly for the French. A faction in favour of peace gained influence in the French king's council, negotiations were reopened and a peace agreement that exchanged French land for the English claim to the French throne was agreed. A draft treaty was formally signed at Guînes on 6 April 1354. The detailed treaty was supposed to be publicly announced in October, but a new French council turned against it and the draft was repudiated. In 1360 the Treaty of Brétigny, which largely replicated the Treaty of Guînes, was agreed. War flared up again in 1369 and the Hundred Years' War finally ended in 1453, 99 years after the Treaty of Guînes was signed. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Gu%C3%AEnes

2022-04-07-THU - POMONA COLLEGE - Pomona College is a private liberal arts college in Claremont, California. It was established in 1887 by a group of Congregationalists who wanted to recreate a "college of the New England type" in Southern California. In 1925 it became the founding member of the Claremont Colleges consortium of adjacent, affiliated institutions. A four-year undergraduate college, it enrolls about 1700 students and offers 48 majors in liberal arts disciplines. Pomona's student body is noted for its racial, geographic, and socioeconomic diversity. Among the college's traditions is a reverence for the number 47. Its athletics teams, the Sagehens, compete jointly with Pitzer College in the SCIAC, a Division III conference. Pomona has the lowest acceptance rate of any U.S. liberal arts college. It is considered the most
prestigious liberal arts college in the American West and one of the most prestigious in the U.S. It is a top producer of fellowship recipients and has prominent alumni in various fields. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pomona_College

2022-04-08-FRI - SONIC THE HEDGEHOG - Sonic the Hedgehog is a 2006 platform game developed by Sonic Team and published by Sega. It was produced in commemoration of the 15th anniversary of the Sonic series, and intended as a reboot for the seventh-generation video game consoles. Players control Sonic, Shadow, and the new character Silver, who battle Solaris, an ancient evil pursued by Doctor Eggman. Development was rushed after Sonic co-creator Yuji Naka (pictured) resigned from the team to form his own company, and half of the team was diverted to work on the Wii game Sonic and the Secret Rings. Sonic the Hedgehog was released for the Xbox 360 in November and for the PlayStation 3 the following month; versions for Wii and Windows were canceled. Praised in prerelease showings, the game was a critical failure, described as one of the worst games in the series. Reviewers criticized its loading times, camera system, story, stability, and controls. In 2010, Sega delisted the game from retailers. -

2022-04-09-SAT - VIATKOGORGON - Viatkogorgon is a genus of gorgonopsian (a type of therapsid, a group that includes modern mammals) that lived during the Permian Period in what is now Russia. The first fossil was named as V. ivachnenkoi after the paleontologist M. F. Ivakhnenko. It was found at the Kotelnich near the river Vyatka in 1999. The holotype skeleton (pictured) is one of the most complete gorgonopsian specimens known and includes some rarely preserved elements, including gastralia and a sclerotic ring. A larger, less well preserved specimen has also been assigned to this species. The smaller specimen is about 80 cm (31 in) long, including the 14 cm (5.5 in) skull, and may have been a young animal. It was robust with a dog-like stance, high snout, and very large canine teeth. Gorgonopsians would have been relatively fast predators, which killed their prey by delivering slashing bites with their saber-teeth, and this genus may have been adapted for swimming. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viatkogorgon
2022-04-10-SUN - SIR ROBERT DE UNFRAVILLE - Sir Robert de Umfraville (c. 1363 – 1437) was a late medieval English knight who took part in the later stages of the Hundred Years' War, particularly against Scotland. Much of his career was focused on defending the border with Scotland, which had seen near-constant warfare since the late 13th century. He both fought there and participated in embassies, negotiating treaties as a diplomat. Beginning his career under Richard II, he probably fought at the 1388 Battle of Otterburn with Henry "Hotspur" Percy. In 1415, de Umfraville travelled with Henry V to France, where he may have taken part in the Battle of Agincourt. He was famed for his prowess in martial arts, and his successes in the north attracted praise and reward from the kings he served. On a campaign deep into Scottish territory, he destroyed Peebles and its market, bringing back so much booty that he was popularly nicknamed "Robin Mendmarket". He carried out his last mission to Scotland in March 1436 and died early the next year.


2022-04-11-MON - THE SHADOW - The Shadow was an American pulp magazine, published by Street & Smith from 1931 to 1949. Each issue contained a novel about The Shadow, a mysterious crime-fighting figure who spoke the line "Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men? The Shadow knows" in radio broadcasts of stories from Street & Smith's Detective Story Magazine. For the first issue, dated April 1931, Walter Gibson wrote the lead novel, The Living Shadow. Sales were strong, and Street & Smith soon changed it from quarterly to monthly publication, and then to twice-monthly, with the lead novels written by Gibson. From 1946 to 1948, the novels were by Bruce Elliott, who made The Shadow mostly a background figure. Gibson returned to Street & Smith and resumed writing in 1948, but in 1949 the firm ended its remaining pulp titles, including The Shadow. The success of The Shadow made it very influential, and many other single-character pulps soon appeared, featuring a lead novel in every issue about the magazine's main character.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shadow_(magazine)

2022-04-12-TUE - The Connecticut Tercentenary half dollar - is a commemorative fifty-cent piece struck by the United States Bureau of the Mint
in 1935. The commemorative coin was designed by Henry Kreis and depicts the Charter Oak, where according to legend Connecticut's charter was hidden to save it from confiscation. An eagle appears on the coin's reverse side. The Connecticut Tercentenary Commission wanted a half dollar issued, with proceeds from its sale to further its projects. A bill passed through Congress without dissent and became law on June 21, 1935, when President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed it, providing for 25,000 half dollars. Kreis's design was a Public Works Administration project and technically in violation of the new law, which said the federal government was not to pay for its design. Nevertheless, the design was approved and the commission, setting a price of $1 per coin, exhausted the entire issue. Kreis's design has generally been praised by numismatic writers. -

2022-04-13-WED - Messiah (HWV 56) - is an English-language sacred oratorio composed in 1741 by George Frideric Handel. Its text was compiled by Charles Jennens from the King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. It covers episodes related to the Messiah mostly in verses from the Old Testament and the Book of Revelation. Handel structured the work in three parts, each in scenes as in Baroque opera. Part I covers prophecies, the birth of Jesus and his work, Part II focuses on his Passion, while Part III deals with the resurrection of the dead. Messiah was first performed in Dublin on 13 April 1742, with a small orchestra of trumpets, oboes, strings and continuo. After an initially modest reception, the oratorio became one of the most frequently performed Western choral works, often adapted to large orchestras and choirs after Handel's death. Mozart modified the instrumentation in his arrangement Der Messias to a German text. The famous "Hallelujah" chorus, concluding Part II, is often performed individually. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messiah_(Handel)

2022-04-14-THU - The history of the Nashville Sounds, - a Minor League Baseball team, began in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1978, after Larry Schmittou and a group of American investors purchased the rights to operate an expansion franchise of the Double-A level Southern League. Home games were played at Herschel Greer Stadium from its opening in 1978 until the end of 2014. In 2015, they moved to the new First Horizon Park (pictured) on the site of the former Sulphur Dell ballpark. They won the league's championship in 1979 as
an affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds and in 1982 as an affiliate of the New York
Yankees. Before the 1985 season, the owners bought the Evansville Triplets, a
Triple-A team, and relocated them to Nashville as the Triple-A Sounds. They
joined the Triple-A Pacific Coast League in 1998 and won its championship in
2005 as an affiliate of the Milwaukee Brewers. In 2021, they were placed in the
Triple-A East, which became the International League in 2022. 

2022-04-15-FRI - The 4th Army - was a Royal Yugoslav Army formation
mobilised prior to the German-led invasion of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia
during World War II. It initially consisted of three infantry divisions, one
brigade-strength detachment, one horse cavalry regiment and one independent
infantry regiment. It was responsible for defending a large section of the
Yugoslav–Hungarian border, being deployed behind the Drava river between
Varaždin and Slatina. Like all Yugoslav formations at the time, the 4th Army had
serious deficiencies in both mobility and firepower, and it was only partially
mobilised when the invasion began on 6 April 1941. The 4th Army put up
scattered resistance, but began to withdraw southwards on 9 April, and on 10
April it ceased to exist as an operational formation. The remains of the 4th Army
were ordered to stop fighting on 15 April, and the Yugoslav Supreme Command
surrendered unconditionally, effective on 18 April. 

2022-04-16-SAT - Apollo 16 (April 16–27, 1972) - was the tenth crewed mission
in the United States Apollo space program, administered by NASA, and the fifth
and penultimate to land on the Moon. The mission was crewed by John Young,
Commander; Charles Duke, Lunar Module Pilot; and Ken Mattingly, Command
Module Pilot. Launched from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida on April 16,
1972 (pictured), Apollo 16 experienced a number of minor glitches en route to
the Moon. These culminated with a problem with the spaceship's main engine
that resulted in a six-hour delay in the Moon landing. Young and Duke explored
the Descartes Highlands, a site thought volcanic, although this proved to be not
so. Mattingly orbited the Moon in the command and service module, taking
photos and operating scientific instruments. During the return trip to Earth,
Mattingly performed a one-hour spacewalk to retrieve several film cassettes
from the exterior of the service module. Apollo 16 returned safely to Earth on
2022-04-17-SUN - Seleucus VI Epiphanes (c. 115 – 94 BC) - was a Seleucid monarch who reigned as King of Syria between 96 and 94 BC during the Hellenistic period. He was the son of Antiochus VIII and his Egyptian wife Tryphaena. A period of civil war between his father and his uncle Antiochus IX ended in 96 BC when his father was assassinated. Antiochus IX then occupied the capital Antioch while Seleucus VI established his power base in western Cilicia. After his uncle was killed, Seleucus VI became the master of the capital but shared Syria with his brother Demetrius III and his cousin Antiochus X. According to the ancient historian Appian, Seleucus VI was a violent ruler. He taxed his dominions extensively to support his wars, and resisted allowing the cities a measure of autonomy, as former kings allowed. His reign did not last long; in 94 BC, he was expelled from Antioch by Antiochus X, who followed him to the Cilician city of Mopsuestia, where his attempts to raise money led to riots that eventually claimed his life. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seleucus_VI_Epiphanes

2022-04-18-MON - The Sei pezzi per pianoforte ('Six pieces for piano'), assigned catalogue number P 044, is a set of six solo piano pieces composed by the Italian composer Ottorino Respighi between 1903 and 1905. These predominantly salonesque pieces are eclectic, drawing influence from different musical styles and composers, particularly music of earlier periods. The pieces have various musical forms and were composed separately and later published together between 1905 and 1907 in a set under the same title for editorial reasons; Respighi had not composed them as a suite, and therefore did not intend to have uniformity among the pieces. Styles present in the set include Baroque, Impressionism, Classicism, and Romanticism. The set, under Bongiovanni, became his first published work. Five of the six pieces are derived from earlier works by Respighi, and only one of them, the "Canone", has an extant manuscript. -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sei_pezzi_per_pianoforte

2022-04-19-TUE - The Minute Man - is an 1874 sculpture by Daniel Chester French located in Minute Man National Historical Park in Concord, Massachusetts. The statue depicts a minuteman stepping away from his plow to
join the patriot forces at the Battle of Concord, with a musket in his hand. Cast from ten bronze cannons, it was unveiled on April 19, 1875, during the centennial celebration of the Battle of Concord. It received critical acclaim and continues to be praised by commentators. The pose resembles that of the Apollo Belvedere and it was assumed that the pose was transposed from this, but modern art historians have shown that the Apollo Belvedere was only one of several statues used in French's research. The statue has been a symbol for the suffragettes, the United States National Guard and the Air National Guard, and has been used on the Lexington–Concord Sesquicentennial half dollar and the Massachusetts state quarter coins. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Minute_Man](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Minute_Man)

2022-04-20-WED - Nicoll Highway MRT station - is an underground Mass Rapid Transit station on the Circle Line in Singapore. Located underneath Republic Avenue near the Kallang River, the station serves commercial and residential developments along Nicoll Highway such as the Golden Mile Complex and The Concourse. During its construction, a section of the tunnels and the segment of the highway above caved in on 20 April 2004, killing four people. Following an investigation, which found human error and organizational failures as causes of the collapse, the station was relocated. Alongside the other stations on Stages 1 and 2 of the Circle Line, Nicoll Highway station opened on 17 April 2010. Designed by ONG & ONG, the station is 21.5 metres (71 ft) deep and has a black and grey scheme. Nicoll Highway station features the public artwork Reclaiming the Peripherals by Khiew Huey Chian, consisting of four reliefs depicting wild plants, displayed over the platform doors (example pictured). - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicoll_Highway_MRT_station](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicoll_Highway_MRT_station)

2022-04-21-THU - John Watts Young (1930–2018) - was an American astronaut, naval officer and aviator, test pilot, and aeronautical engineer. On April 21, 1972, he became the ninth person to walk on the Moon as commander of Apollo 16. He flew on four different classes of spacecraft: the Gemini capsule, the Apollo command and service module, the Apollo lunar module, and the Space Shuttle. Young served in the U.S. Navy as an aviator, and graduated from the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School. He set multiple world time-to-climb records, and was selected as a member of NASA Astronaut Group 2 in 1962. He flew on Gemini 3 in 1965, and commanded Gemini 10 in 1966. He flew as the command


2022-04-23-SAT - The American paddlefish (Polyodon spathula) - is a smooth-skinned ray-finned freshwater fish that is the only living species of the paddlefish family. The fish is often considered a relict species as it retains some morphological traits of its early ancestors, including a mostly cartilaginous skeleton and a paddle-shaped rostrum extending from its cranium for roughly one-third its body length. It is also considered a highly derived fish due to its novel adaptations, such as filter feeding. The planktivorous fish averages 5 ft (1.5 m) in length, and has a heterocercal tail fin resembling that of sharks. It is native to the Mississippi River basin, with a range extending to the Great Lakes, but is now considered vulnerable due to overfishing, poaching, habitat destruction, and pollution, and its naturally occurring populations have died off in most of its peripheral range, including New York and Pennsylvania. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_paddlefish
The Armenian genocide - was the systematic destruction of the Armenian people and identity in the Ottoman Empire during World War I. At the orders of Talaat Pasha, an estimated 800,000 to 1,200,000 Armenian women, children, and elderly or infirm people were sent on death marches to the Syrian Desert in 1915 and 1916. Driven forward by paramilitary escorts, the deportees were deprived of food and water and subjected to robberies, rapes, and massacres. In the desert, the survivors were dispersed into concentration camps. In 1916 another wave of massacres was ordered, leaving about 200,000 deportees alive by the end of 1916. Around 100,000 to 200,000 Armenian women and children were forcibly converted to Islam and integrated into Muslim households. The Turkish nationalist movement carried out massacres and ethnic cleansing of survivors during the Turkish War of Independence after World War I. The Armenian genocide destroyed more than two millennia of Armenian civilization in eastern Anatolia. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armenian_genocide

No. 79 Squadron - is a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) flight training squadron that has been formed on four occasions. Established in April 1943 as a fighter unit equipped with Supermarine Spitfires, it saw combat in the South West Pacific theatre of World War II. The squadron disbanded in November 1945 but re-formed in 1962 to operate CAC Sabres (pictured) to help defend Thailand against a feared attack from neighbouring states. No. 79 Squadron was active again in Malaysia between 1986 and 1988, operating Mirage III fighters and a single DHC-4 Caribou transport. Re-formed in its present incarnation in 1998, it is stationed at RAAF Base Pearce, where it has operated Hawk 127 jet training aircraft since 2000. The unit's main role is to provide introductory jet aircraft training to RAAF pilots and refresher training on the Hawk for experienced pilots. No. 79 Squadron also supports Australian Army and Royal Australian Navy training exercises in Western Australia and the Northern Territory. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._79_Squadron_RAAF

The 1921–22 season - was Cardiff City's first in the First Division of the Football League following election from the Southern Football League to the Second Division for the 1920–21 season. They had won promotion the previous season, the first Welsh team to reach the top tier of English football, finishing as runners-up behind Birmingham on goal average.
They reached the fourth round of the FA Cup. Fred Stewart remained manager and new signings included full back Tommy Brown and forward Willie Page. Cardiff were investigated by the FA and the FAW over an illegal approach for Wolverhampton's defender Dickie Baugh and club and player were both fined. John Pritchard was elected chairman, but was replaced in November by Walter Empsall. Cardiff made significant investments in the club's ground, Ninian Park, laying a new pitch and improving viewing for spectators. During the latter work, refuse dumped by Cardiff Corporation caught alight, but the blaze was doused with the aid of local supporters.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1921%E2%80%9322_Cardiff_City_F.C._season

2022-04-27-WED - Uroš Drenović (1911–1944) - was a Bosnian Serb officer of the Royal Yugoslav Army who became a Chetnik commander during World War II. He was one of the leaders of the popular uprising in mid-1941 against the Ustaše, a fascist organization that governed the Independent State of Croatia, a puppet state of the Axis powers. However, he eventually betrayed the communist-led Partisans and sided with the royalist and Serbian nationalist Chetniks, whose ideology more closely matched his own. He was defeated by the Partisans and fled to Ustaše-held territory where, out of military and political necessity, he concluded a collaboration agreement with them on 27 April 1942. He later collaborated with the Italian and German occupiers against the Partisans. Drenović was killed in an Allied air raid in May 1944. Despite his extensive collaboration, he and his Chetniks are celebrated in Republika Srpska, the Serb-majority entity of Bosnia and Herzegovina, creating significant controversy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uro%C5%A1_Drenovi%C4%87

2022-04-28-THU - Paige Bueckers (born 2001) - is an American college basketball player for the University of Connecticut (UConn) Huskies in the NCAA Division I. A 5-foot-11-inch (1.80 m) point guard, she became the first freshman to win a major national college player of the year award. She led UConn to the Final Four as a freshman and to the national championship game as a sophomore. Bueckers played varsity basketball for Hopkins High School in Minnetonka, Minnesota, from eighth grade and helped the team win the state title as a junior. She was considered the number one high school player in her class by ESPN, earned national high school player of the year honors in her senior season and graduated from Hopkins as one of Minnesota's most
distinguished high school players. A three-time gold medalist for the United States in youth basketball, Bueckers was named Most Valuable Player of the 2019 FIBA Under-19 World Cup, and USA Basketball Female Athlete of the Year in the same year. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paige_Bueckers

2022-04-29-FRI - The Battle of Oroscopa - was fought in late 151 BC between a Carthaginian army commanded by the general Hasdrubal and a Numidian force under its king, Masinissa, in what is now north western Tunisia. A peace treaty with Rome prohibited Carthage from waging war. Masinissa, an ally of Rome, exploited this to repeatedly raid Carthaginian territory. In 151 BC Carthage assembled an army under Hasdrubal and attempted to deter Masinissa's aggression against the town of Oroscopa. Masinissa lured the Carthaginians into an area of rough terrain and surrounded them. The Carthaginians expected their opponents to disperse, but Masinissa had forged a well-disciplined army and it was able to starve the Carthaginians into surrender. The Carthaginians were then treacherously attacked and many, perhaps most, were killed. Hasdrubal survived and returned to Carthage, where he was condemned to death in an attempt to placate Rome. But Rome launched a punitive expedition, starting the Third Punic War which ended in the complete destruction of Carthage in 146 BC. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Oroscopa

2022-04-30-SAT - The European nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) - is a crepuscular and nocturnal insect-eating bird that breeds across Europe and temperate Asia. All six subspecies of this nightjar are migratory, wintering in sub-Saharan Africa. Their densely patterned grey and brown plumage makes them difficult to see in the daytime when they rest on the ground or perch motionless along a branch, although the male shows white patches in the wings and tail in flight. The preferred habitat is dry, open country with some trees and small bushes. The breeding male has a churring trill, and patrols his territory with wings held in a V-shape. The female lays two eggs directly on the ground; they hatch after about 17–21 days and the chicks fledge in another 16–17 days. Both "Caprimulgus" and the old name "goatsucker" refer to the myth that nightjars suckled she-goats, causing them to cease to give milk. Its large numbers and huge breeding range mean that it is classed by the IUCN as being of least concern. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_nightjar
One of the ways that I use to discover useful & interesting websites is by checking the reference links, and external links in Wikipedia articles. This list is a holding place for articles I've stumbled into that are waiting to be looked over when time permits. Once I'm done with them, I will move them to another section in this newsletter.

**Mike's Weather Page** - Mike's Weather Page is a weather website established in 2004 by Floridian blogger Mike Boylan. - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike's_Weather_Page](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike's_Weather_Page)
WIKIPEDIA PRIMARY ARTICLES OF INTEREST

This list contains links to Wikipedia articles I've collected for my own interests. Perhaps you may find them interesting to read and learn about also.

GIGABLAST - Gigablast is an American free and open-source web search engine and directory. Founded in 2000, it is an independent engine and web crawler, developed and maintained by Matt Wells, a former Infoseek employee and New Mexico Tech graduate. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigablast

URBAN EXPLORATION - Urban exploration (often shortened as UE, urbex and sometimes known as roof-and-tunnel hacking) is the exploration of manmade structures, usually abandoned ruins or hidden components of the manmade environment. Photography and historical interest/documentation are heavily featured in the hobby and it sometimes involves trespassing onto private property. Urban exploration is also called draining (a specific form of urban exploration where storm drains or sewers are explored), urban spelunking, urban rock climbing, urban caving, building hacking, or mousing. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_exploration
Orphée aux Enfers is a libretto by Hector Crémieux and Ludovic Halévy for the first full-length opera by Jacques Offenbach. The opera parodies the story of Orpheus and Eurydice. It was first performed on 21 October 1858, and a revival in 1874 broke previous records at the Gaîté's box-office. The music of the "Galop Infernal" from the final scene was adopted to accompany the vigorous can-can by the music halls of Paris. Orphée aux Enfers remains the most often produced of Offenbach's operas. - [https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Orph%C3%A9e_aux_Enfers](https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Orph%C3%A9e_aux_Enfers)
Sorry I missed the featured text for May 2022.
Trees and Other Poems is a collection of poems written by Joyce Kilmer and published in 1914. Of the various poems included in the volume, "Trees", which begins "I think that I shall never see / A poem lovely as a tree," is the poem for which Kilmer is best remembered. The same year that this volume was published, Kilmer was abroad visiting England. Upon seeing the long lines of men waiting to enlist for WW I, he exclaimed, "My God, if I look at these boys much longer I'll have to hook on at the tail of this queue and join up with them!"

Kilmer enlisted on 23 April 1917, shortly after America entered the war. He was killed on July 30, 1918—just over 100 years ago. - There is a 72 page pdf of this work available for download. -

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Trees_and_Other_Poems
YouTube Roulette For July 2022 - I give you a list of links to videos on YouTube without titles. You click a random link, or click them all to find something interesting to watch.

And go...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpJ35CsLuz4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AWBZSD9P-Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6EYqAKNj4A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PA3DTOkikGY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djjPxmtcOFE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KOa07tWnAs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klBstbBNhZ0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mue6Did6fkA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGzfwEOUSnU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWpBhbhf-a4
CREDITS

It is important to me that I list the people and services that contribute to the production of this newsletter, and the operation and maintenance of my website. You may see some websites and services listed here that have already been included in my website directory, or elsewhere in this newsletter. These credits include mentions of apps and software I use, and photographers from Unsplash.com who provide free stock photography I've used to enhance the viewing experience of my www.DDAVIDD.com website. Unfortunately I've not had the time to list everyone in this section that I would like to. Updates are coming.

SLICK INBOX - Slick Inbox helps me stay in touch with important newsletters I subscribe to without cluttering my email inbox. - https://slickinbox.com/

TASKADE - This is one of the best task and project management tools I've found online to keep up with my projects, notes, and to do lists. It's also the tool I use for writing and publishing the MUDWALKER. - https://www.taskade.com

UN SPLASH - Unsplash is my number 1 place on the internet for obtaining beautiful stock photography when I need something for a project. I've found it also a great place to discover other photographers who do phenomenal work with their cameras. I've always said that photographers can't all be in the same place, but we all have something we can give to the world, and to each other through our camera lenses. - https://unsplash.com/
CREDITS ON TWITTER FOR LIKING AND RETWEETING MY CONTENT

2022-05-03-TUE-01:12 - Welcome to my Twitter Mentions list. On Twitter, I am grateful when people like or retweet my photography and other content tweets. In this list, I am giving a mention to those who help me to grow my brand with their likes and retweets. Obviously because of my work, schedule, and time constraints, I cannot list everyone, but I will work on this as much as I can because I think it's important to give credits when time permits.


2022-05-03-TUE-12:17 - Thank you for liking photo 224 of 364 from my 2022-03-22-TSAUE drive to Veasey Creek Park on West Point Lake in #Alabama for DAY TRIP 001. - (((Flora Green Fauna @FloraGreenFauna - https://twitter.com/FloraGreenFauna))) - https://twitter.com/MrDThrift/status/1520900883160223745
SEND FEEDBACK

Do you enjoy this newsletter? Do you know of a website I should add in the website listings? I'd really love to see your website suggestions. I use these suggestions to gather similar sites for listing to raise the value of this publication. Have feedback about this newsletter, my own website at www.DDAVIDDD.com, or a suggestion of improvement for this newsletter? Do I have a typo somewhere that I've missed? Did you find a link in the listings that is no longer available online? Let me know by emailing me at mudwalkernews@gmail.com

The above email I provided was created on Thursday, March 31st, 2022 @ 12:57 AM CST specifically for communication about this newsletter. You're welcome, and THANK YOU for reading the MUDWALKER.
STAY CONNECTED WITH MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER

Listed below are ways that you can stay connected so that you don't miss any issues of MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER.

MY WEBSITE - I will always have information posted on my website where you can view and download my newsletter. You can find the latest issue at - https://ddavidd.com/newsletter/

FOLLOW MY TWITTER - I regularly post tweets about my newsletter availability on Twitter. - https://twitter.com/MrDThrift

FOLLOW THE MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER ON FACEBOOK - On Facebook, you can follow the official MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER Facebook Page to stay informed on when the next issue is available. Throughout each month, I post updates on how many pages the newsletter has grown to through updates, and I might give sneak peeks at things that will be included in the next issue that you can look forward to. - https://www.facebook.com/mudwalkernews

See you in the next issue!
Thanks for all of your support!

David Thrift